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DORELAN HOTEL
THE ELEGANCE OF WELL-BEING

Dorelan Hotel is pleased to present its new Bed Systems collections: 
a wide-ranging, precious selection of ergonomic mattresses, pillows, 
sommier, duvets, headboards, bed bases and countless accessories, 
all exclusively designed to guarantee maximum comfort, well-being, 
and rest in the rooms of top hotels.

It is a collection developed to exclusively offer the best of what we have 
to offer, a selection of top-of-the-line Dorelan sleep products for hotels, 
designed with the most innovative technologies and exclusive patents, 
made with cutting-edge materials carefully selected and finished with 
the most prestigious details of traditional Italian tailoring.

Our goal?

Provide hotel Guests every day with

an unforgettable experience of elegance and well-being.
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DORELAN HOTEL
PURE COMFORT FOR YOUR GUESTS

Today more than ever, "Hotel," "Resort," and "B&B" are synonymous 
with total comfort, well-being and relaxation. Whether chosen for a 
vacation or for business, hospitality spaces are privileged places 
providing rejuvenating breaks, making the most of every moment of 
the stay and in every detail, from style to service.

You know this well... that's why you always dedicate maximum care 
and attention to everything that you place at your Guests' disposal.

The architectural choices, the style, the quality of the amenities and 
impeccable service are the keys to satisfying the customer, reaching 
their pinnacle at the heart of the room: the bed. 

It is here that your guests relax their senses, meditating on the pleasures 
of the day, seeking exquisite comfort and regenerating thanks to a 
deeply restorative rest.  

And it is for this reason that Dorelan Hotel offers you a collection of 
the high quality ergonomic products, capable of providing an excellent 
level of sleep, night after night, over a long period of time.

Unforgettable rest and relaxation: 

the best surprise you

can offer your Guests.
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"Healthy rest improves the quality of life." This is the 
principle that for more than 50 years has guided every 
successful project developed by Dorelan, a brand 
that has always distinguished itself in the national and 
international bedding market thanks to its care and focus 
on the well-being of resting.

Each Dorelan Hotel mattress, bed, bed base or pillow is 
based on a careful study of the ergonomic requirements 

DORELAN HOTEL | COMPANY PROFILE | DORELAN: SLEEP WELL LIVE BETTER
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of the body, thanks to important partnerships with 
primary research institutes at the best Italian universities 
and the involvement of highly specialised professionals.

Our daily Mission has always been to ensure the 
continuous improvement of sleep quality, as well as the 
comfort and ergonomics of our products, to provide an 
unforgettable experience of comfort and well-being to 
the Guests of our customers.

Every night Dorelan 

products provide 

comforting rest to millions 

of families in Italy and 

around the world. 

DORELAN HOTEL | COMPANY PROFILE | DORELAN: SLEEP WELL LIVE BETTER

DORELAN
SLEEP WELL LIVE BETTER
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DORELAN HOTEL | COMPANY PROFILE | QUALITY: EXCELLENCE MADE IN ITALY

It is product quality that makes the Dorelan brand reliable. The company 
conceives, designs and develops its own products entirely in Italy, carefully 
following the full production cycle and maintaining full control of each production 
process. Dorelan's main goal is complete customer satisfaction.

All Dorelan brand products are made exclusively in Italy, the origin of raw materials 
carefully monitored. These high-quality materials are then use in production 
processes that make the most of advanced Italian innovation and research in 
technology and design.
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QUALITY
EXCELLENCE MADE IN ITALY

For Dorelan, creating, processing and producing in Italy has always been a 
choice of high quality. In fact, the company works only with expert artisans, 
skilled hands that every day employ traditional Italian manufacturing know-how 
that has rendered the Made in Italy label famous, unique, and without equal 
worldwide.

Tradition, innovation and design come together 

in a collection 100% Made in Italy.
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The reliability of large-scale production by an award-

winning company that has been recognised by both 

institutions and markets.

DORELAN HOTEL | COMPANY PROFILE | THE HISTORY OF A DREAM

Established in 1968...
...by its two founding partners, Pietro Paolo Bergamaschi and Diano Tura, today 
Dorelan B&T S.p.A. is a leading manufacturer of mattresses, sommier, bed 
bases, pillows and accessories for hotels and homes.

Research, development and design are taken to levels of excellence, featuring 
production innovation that has always been accompanied by continuous process 
development thanks to constant, massive investments in the most efficient and 
modern production processes.
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THE HISTORY OF A DREAM

In 2002 
...the "DorelanBed" program was established, with the creation of a chain of 
more than 70 exclusive Dorelan brand dealers. In 2006 Dorelan was official 
supplier of the entire Olympic Village for the Winter Games in Turin. Since 2005, 
Dorelan has been a supplier of important international hotel chains as well as 
numerous independent hotels, in addition to the primary Italian cruise lines.

Today... 
Dorelan is constantly visible with advertising campaigns in the most popular 
national magazines, broadcasts television campaigns on major national networks 
and each year presents its products at the most prestigious international trade 
shows.
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DORELAN HOTEL | COMPANY PROFILE | THE POWER OF THE GROUP

Thanks to a company policy that has always been focused on allocating 
considerable resources to all the major functions of the value chain, today 
Dorelan continues to assert itself as one of the leading companies in the Italian 
bedding industry.

1500 articles per day
Our technological infrastructure includes four different production lines producing 
1500 articles per day.

For five consecutive years (from 2002 to 2006) Dorelan was included among 
Europe's 500, an award given to the 500 best European companies that in the 
previous three years had increases in turnover greater than 50% and internal 
employment increases greater than 30%.
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THE POWER OF THE GROUP

The company was also honoured in 2007 with the Excellent Business Award, 
given by Eurispes to the top 100 businesses in terms of improvement in product 
quality and production processes in 2006.

Numerous certifications confirm the quality of our products: UNI EN ISO 9001 
for the company's quality management system, Oeko-tex Standard 100 Class 
1, Ergonomic Certification, Directive 93/42/EEC (Medical Devices), Class 1 IM 
compliance for fire-retardant products, IMO Certification for naval supplies.

60,000 sq m of facilities
Our facilities cover a total of 60,000 square metres, hosting all production, 
storage, logistical and administrative functions, without any need to resort to 
outsourcing of any kind.
The new 40,000 square metre production site located along the A14 (Bologna-
Forlì) highway is fully powered by solar panels and equipped with energy-saving 
systems, showing maximum respect for the environment.
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At Dorelan, we are convinced that sleep is the most 
natural and powerful solution available to all to guarantee 
an irreplaceable source of physical and psychological 
energy and inner peace: the true secret of health, 
longevity and youth. 

But today, can we truly speak of "quality sleep", taking 
for granted that it is within everyone's reach? 
Stress levels associated with modern lifestyles and 
careers make a deep sleep - uninterrupted, healthy and 

DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS
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regenerating - a necessity for all. But for many it is still 
something rather rare and precious, a true luxury left only 
for weekends or vacations, often the only time available 
to recover hours of lost rest.

And it is in the rooms of your hotel, far from the frenetic 
rhythms of the day, from busy homes, offices and cities, 
that your guests expect to find an oasis of peace, rest 
and well-being where they can regenerate every night.... 
It is your job to satisfy their every expectation.

For an excellent level of

sleep wellness choose 

the best. Choose Dorelan 

Hotel. 

DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS

SLEEP AND WELL-BEING
FOR YOUR GUESTS  
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DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS | THE 7 BENEFITS OF SLEEP

REGENERATION 

Sleep is the daily activity necessary for physically and mentally "recovering" the 
energy used over the course of the day, as it is precisely during the deepest stages 
of sleep that our bodies and minds regenerate and refortify themselves.

GROwTH

Have you ever wondered why small children need to sleep so many hours? It 
is because almost all the growth processes take place during sleep. The body 
regenerates, grows and becomes stronger, the immune system develops and the 
entire nervous system matures. 

MEMORy

During the stages of deep sleep, the brain consolidates and stores all the 
information that it acquired while awake. While sleeping, during a process known 
as "consolidation", our brain "discards" any secondary information, while at the 
same time consolidating and storing the more important information by integrating 
it within the context of everything we already know.

The benefits to our body and mind associated with a good night's sleep are numerous, the 
subject of an increasing number of scientific studies. 

Here are the seven most important:
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THE 7 BENEFITS OF SLEEP

DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS | THE 7 BENEFITS OF SLEEP

QUAlITy OF lIFE AND lONGEvITy

According to the World Association of Sleep Medicine (WASM), sleep is "the 
best medicine that nature has to offer". Sleep affects our immune, hormonal 
and autonomic nervous systems, normalises our blood pressure, assists the 
cardiovascular system and restores the normal values of our neurotransmitters, all 
of which are factors of fundamental importance for longevity!

IDEAl wEIGHT

Healthy, regular sleep helps keep our weight under control since sleep is closely 
linked to our metabolism. Research by the Universities of Chicago and Brussels 
showed how the number of hours that an individual sleeps can affect the production 
of the hormones responsible for regulating the sensation of hunger!

STRESS

Sleep allows our minds to unload much of the tension accumulated during the 
course of the day, thus reducing stress levels. Sleep has also been shown to be a 
useful natural remedy for overcoming particularly traumatic events.

MENTAl bAlANCE

Sleep represents a meeting point for our rational and irrational selves, and is of vital 
importance for maintaining a proper mental balance! In fact, from a psychological 
and spiritual standpoint sleep also represents a time of communion with ourselves, 
or rather a moment in which the conscious and subconscious parts of our being 
come together and express themselves through dreams, images and archetypes.
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The REM stage (also known as "paradoxical sleep") is the deepest stage of sleep, occupying about 25% of our 
total sleep cycle. It is the stage in which we dream, and has been called "paradoxical" because the brain waves 
become more rapid, eye movements accelerate, the face becomes animated and breathing often becomes 
irregular. It is as if we were about to wake up precisely at the moment in which, paradoxically, our sleep is at its 
deepest!

The NREM stage is generally divided into four distinct phases:

It is an oversimplification to merely consider sleep as a period of "rest" as opposed to being 
"awake", since our bodies and brains perform intensive activities of fundamental importance for 
our mental and physical health precisely during sleep!

While we sleep, our brain goes through a series of activity "cycles" that correspond 
to our "brain rhythms": these are the famous CYCLES OF SLEEP, each of which 
consists of two basic phases, REM and non-REM (NREM). 

DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS | STAGES OF SLEEP

Stage I

FAllING ASlEEP 

This is the stage in which the subject slips into sleep: the brain slows down its 
activities, the body and mind calm down and the breathing becomes regular. 
During this stage, we are still able to hear sounds and detect stimuli from the 
surrounding environment.
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STAGES OF SLEEP

DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS | STAGES OF SLEEP

At the end of Stage IV, we enter REM sleep and then start a new cycle, often after a brief reawakening 
of which we will have no memory. We normally complete 3 to 5 sleep cycles during the course of a 
single night.

This complex process allows our bodies and our cells to implement the regeneration processes 
necessary for our personal well-being, which would be severely compromised in the event that any 
problems should arise during one or more of the stages that our brains and bodies go through during 
sleep!

lIGHT SlEEP 

THIS is the intermediate stage between falling asleep and deep sleep.

SlOw wAvE DEEP SlEEP

Brain activity slows down further, and there is a total absence of any muscular or 
cerebral movements.

DEEP SlEEP

This is the stage in which it is most difficult to wake a sleeping subject: during this 
phase, the brain, muscles and the entire body are perfectly at rest. In this stage we 
are completely "isolated" from the outside world and its stimuli. This is the stage of 
sleep in which we recover from physical fatigue.

Stage II

Stage III

Stage IV
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DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS | QUALITY SLEEP

"Sleep Well"
This is the first rule, as simple as it is essential, to ensure physical 
and mental well-being.

Restful sleep is without a doubt one of the most important pillars 
of personal wellness and physical and mental well-being, and in 
addition to our general health status, the sense of refreshment, 
energy and well-being that accompanies us throughout each day 
depends precisely on our sleep quality and the effectiveness of our 
moments of relaxation.

Paying little attention to our sleep or the environment in which we 
sleep means forgoing a high percentage of well-being and quality of 
life, not to mention an irreplaceable source of mental and physical 
energy. 
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QUALITY SLEEP

An excellent bed system is the best ally for a good sleep, and it is undoubtedly one of the principal 
factors for helping the well-being of the body during the hours of sleep.

The term "bed system" is meant to indicate all the various elements that support and cushion our 
bodies while we're sleeping: the mattress, bed, pillow, sommier, covers and linens. These elements 
must all work in close synergy with one another to ensure a truly healthy, rejuvenating and satisfying 
sleep experience.

The three key elements for quality sleep are:

DURATION 

The hours that an individual sleeps should be sufficient 
to leave them feeling alert and well-rested the following day

CONTINUITy

Sleep should be continuous and not fragmented

DEPTH

To be regenerative, sleep must be 
sufficiently deep

DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS | QUALITY SLEEP
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It is certainly the most important component of the bed system as 
it serves to support and accommodate sleeping bodies.

The internal structure of the mattress helps to support the weight of 
our body and adapts to its shape, while its cover provides comfort 
and warmth. An excessively rigid mattress can cause us to wake 
up during the night with severe pains and widespread tingling in 
the limbs. In fact, if the mattress is too firm the body will encounter 
unnatural resistance during the course of the night, compressing 
the blood vessels and having a negative effect on circulation.

A good mattress, on the other hand, will allow the spine to maintain 
its natural curvature and will cushion all the muscles without creating 
areas of excessive pressure, thus providing the proper levels of 
support to every part of the body, with no "sinking" effect.

This is why Dorelan designs ergonomic mattresses that adapt to the body's shape, 

providing adequate support for every part of the body, eliminating postural tension, 

and allowing for optimal blood circulation.

The mattress is 

the true key to a good 

night's sleep!

DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS | THE MATTRESS AND WELL-BEING OF SLEEP
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THE SPINAl COlUMN 

The spinal column can be compressed by 0.5 cm to 2 cm during the course of the 
day as a result of our daily activities. The discs can only be properly rehydrated and 
return to their normal states if correct posture is ensured while sleeping.

THE SHOUlDERS AND bACk

Improper position and excessive pressure exerted by the sleeping surface can 
lead to the onset of fibrositis or even aggravate pre-existing conditions.

THE ARMS AND lEGS

Incorrect posture can cause inflammation of the nerves, with consequent 
numbness and muscle spasms. 

THE HIPS AND jOINTS

If the sleeping surface is too firm, widespread pain can occur!

blOOD CIRCUlATION

A sleeping surface that exerts excessive pressure upon the body can compromise 
proper circulation, and for this reason the use of an anatomic and ergonomic 
mattress is highly recommended!

DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS | THE MATTRESS AND WELL-BEING OF SLEEP

THE MATTRESS 
AND SLEEP WELL-BEING
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DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS | ERGONOMIC MATTRESSES

Time ago researchers in Dorelan labs took a significant step forward, introducing the science of ergonomics into 
the design of our products. 

A sleeping product is defined as "Ergonomic" when it is able to improve the sleep well-being of the people using 
it. Today, the entire Dorelan Hotel product range is designed to provide resting people with maximum sleep well-
being, respecting the most important physiological needs of a resting body.

And since every person has a different physical structure and sleeping positions, Dorelan Hotel mattresses are 
designed to satisfy a wide range of demands.

There are many different characteristics that make Dorelan Hotel ergonomic mattresses precious for our well-
being, and they all work together to offer the resting body a high level of comfort. 

The main characteristics:

Uniform body weight distribution across the full surface of the mattress.

Reduction to a minimum of the risk of creating "pressure zones"
(that can result in feelings of pins and needles).

1

2
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ERGONOMIC MATTRESSES
DORELAN HOTEL

All Dorelan Hotel products are made to meet these requirements, using innovative materials that can satisfy the 
most diverse physiological demands, with technologies able to guarantee sufficient support in every area of the 
body and a perfect weight distribution for any body type, eliminating postural tensions and allowing for optimal 
blood circulation.

DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS | ERGONOMIC MATTRESSES

Proper positioning of the softer and firmer areas corresponding to the different 
parts of the body, thanks to a structural design featuring targeted zones.

Ability to sufficiently support the body in different 
sleep positions.

Thermal qualities of the materials (with particular attention to breathability and 
capacity to maintain freshness).

Durability of mattress performance.

Non toxicity of the mattress and all the materials used to make it.

3

4

5

6

7
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The fabrics, technologies and padding used to make the mattress play an important 
role in determining sleep quality. In fact, the cover is the part of the mattress that 
makes the most "contact" with the body, and as such the Dorelan Hotel mattress 
covers have hypoallergenic properties to guarantee the hygiene of the entire 
bed system. The cover and the lining increase the ventilation and breathability of 
the mattress, combating the accumulation of moisture and maintaining an ideal 
microclimate for sleep.

Covered with breathable fabrics and, more importantly, produced with proper 
filling, the Comfort Suite is a precious ally in increasing the softness and comfort 
provided by the mattress, or for restoring the softness of bed systems that are of 
a certain age.
 
Used on two single mattresses placed next to each other, the Comfort Suite 
provides the sensation of sleeping on a double mattress.
 

The "Dorelan Hotel Bed System" was conceived and designed to create perfect functional balance among its 
elements, creating a global night system combining aesthetic value with high sleep quality. 

Not only the mattress, but also its cover, the comfort suite, bed base and pillow work together to create the 
perfect environment for your guests' rest, providing an excellent level of sleep well-being.

DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS | THE BED SYSTEM

THE MATTRESS

THE COMFORT SUITE
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The support the mattress rests on absorbs up to one third of the body's weight 
and movements during sleep, and is of crucial importance for ensuring comfort 
and ergonomics throughout the night, as well as for maintaining the performance 
of the mattress over time.

The bed base is also responsible for facilitating the circulation of air throughout 
the entire bed system, thus ensuring improved breathability and hygiene, which is 
especially important for those with allergies.

The pillow guarantees well-being in the neck area and often the shoulders as well.

The neck is an extremely delicate part of the body that is subjected to constant 
stress (often caused by poor posture) and accumulates a lot of tension. It is 
therefore important for the pillow to guarantee proper support without creating 
muscular tension in the neck, respecting its natural curvature. 

THE DORELAN HOTEL BED SYSTEM

DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS | THE BED SYSTEM

THE bED bASE

THE PIllOw

Made with cutting-edge technology, Dorelan Hotel comfort suites increase the 
total height of the bed system and help protect it, preserving its characteristics 
over time thanks to the high quality of materials used. Light and practical, they are 
easy to position, air out and wash.
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DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS | THE SLEEP ENVIRONMENT

Body temperature changes during sleep, no matter what time you go to bed. Our 
body tends to cool about half of a degree centigrade during sleep, and heats up 
again as we approach awakening. As long as the temperature remains low, sleep 
is maintained. 

It is therefore a critical factor for ensuring restorative sleep. For a healthy and 
comfortable environment during the night the ideal temperature is about 18-20°C. 

Temperatures that are too low are not comfortable, but those that are too high 
can also cause problems, like waking up suddenly and agitated sleep.... So be 
careful about warming the room too much during the winter and too much air 
conditioning in the summer!

A "good sleep" is not just a question of bed system. It is also important to pay attention to the quality of the 
environment in which we rest.

Brightness and colours, temperature, noisiness and clean air are the most important of elements that combine 
to create an environment suited to relaxing people, to best introduce the hours of sleep and achieve maximum 
well-being from sleep.

Those like you who work every day to guarantee maximum comfort for your guests know very well the importance 
of these factors. You know that carefully choosing each element in the night area is the true secret to creating 
the ideal sleep environment!

THE TEMPERATURE
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THE PERFECT SLEEP ENVIRONMENT

DORELAN HOTEL | SLEEP AND WELL-BEING FOR YOUR GUESTS | THE SLEEP ENVIRONMENT

It is extremely important to regularly air out the bedroom, at least once a day, 
before making the bed. This is a simple and excellent way to eliminate moisture 
that can accumulate in the bed and between the sheets.

Also, carpets, furniture and upholstery release imperceptible quantities of gas into 
the air due to their paints and varnishes. They also collect dust, enemy to those 
with asthma and allergies. For this reason, regularly and generously airing out the 
rooms is a great, simple solution.

Natural essences of lavender, verbena or orange blossoms can also perfume the 
room via diffuser to provide a relaxing environment.

vENTIlATION

Double glazing, shutters, curtains and insulated wall cladding are just some of the 
tools we can use to create an environment that is as protected as possible against 
the two worst enemies of sleep quality, light and noise, which nowadays mostly 
disturb the sleep of those who live in the city.

Finally, for the night area it is best to avoid intense spot lamps and artificial lighting. 
It is better to use soft lighting and light sources that are easy on the eyes. 

bRIGHTNESS AND NOISE
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DORELAN HOTEL | THE TECHNOLOGIES

From Dorelan labs: exclusive patents and  

cutting-edge technological solutions.

The secret of Dorelan products are their innovative and 
exclusive technologies, conceived to provide an excellent 
level of comfort and well-being for those who rest on our 
Bed System.

Certified by numerous and important patents, Dorelan 
technologies are developed through attentive design 
in association with research facilities at the best Italian  
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DORELAN HOTEL | THE TECHNOLOGIES

THE TECHNOLOGIES
DORELAN

universities and the involvement of highly specialised 
professionals. 

The result? Today Dorelan can propose a wide range of 
exclusive, certified technologies both for spring systems 
and for latest generation materials like Myform®, as well 
as new covers made using technical fabrics.

To provide your guests 

with a comfort experience 

never felt before.
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SturdIneSS and durabIlIty

BONNEL SPRINGS

DORELAN HOTEL | THE TECHNOLOGIES | BONNEL SPRINGS and LFK SPRINGS

 

Excellent traditional spring system featuring solid, firm support, 
made by Dorelan using the most innovative production technologies 
and with the highest quality materials, to guarantee a long-lasting 
mattress and provide your guests with a healthy, comfortable and 
rejuvenating sleep every night.

The Bonnel springs are made of phosphate-coated steel wire, 
rendered non-deformable by a high-resistance tempering 
treatment, characteristics that guarantee correct firmness and 
shape maintenance of the bed system. 

Made in a biconic shape with 145 springs per square metre, 
to optimise performance and provide perfect anatomical response 
the Bonnel springs are assembled with a spiral also made of 
stainless steel wire, ensuring the perfect stability of the mattress.

> Firm support
> Anatomic support
> Non-deformable structure 
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IntellIgent Support

 
LFK SPRINGS

DORELAN HOTEL | THE TECHNOLOGIES | BONNEL SPRINGS and LFK SPRINGS

The exclusive LFK Spring Technology System (Leicht Feder Kern - 
Light Weight Innerspring) is a revolutionary “intelligent” support 
system designed by Dorelan to conform to the body's movements 
during sleep, while at the same time ensuring personalised comfort 
for every body type.

Thanks to an upper sensor with a variable elastic response, 
each LFK spring moves autonomously, perfectly adapting to 
different weights and every movement in its "upper" part, while 
maintaining all the firmness typical of more traditional springs 
thanks to its solid structure. 

The result? A perfectly anatomic support consisting of 260 
springs per square metre and a unique sensation of comfort 
and softness, without sacrificing firm, targeted internal support, 
combined with an incredible level of robustness and durability 
over time. 

> Solid support
> Exceptional comfort
> Perfect elasticity 
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Perfect ergonomics, incredibly targeted comfort and the ability 
to satisfy any need when it comes to sleep quality: these are the 
unequalled characteristics that distinguish Dorelan pocket spring 
technology! Developed to guarantee the solidity of a traditional 
mattress without sacrificing the pleasant sensation of comfort 
that makes our products unique. 

The exclusive Dorelan pocket spring system, designed in our 
internal research and development labs, is on the cutting edge 
thanks to the high quality of materials employed and the special 
assembly techniques used for the springs. Each spring has a 
special helix structure with the choice of two technologies with 
330 springs per square metre and 370 springs per square 
metre, providing different levels of comfort. Both spring systems 
feature an exclusive internal Fisio Massage® structure with 
seven targeted support zones, designed by Dorelan to properly 
support the various parts of the body.

This structure makes it possible for the mattress to maintain proper firmness, offering increased comfort on the 
surface for a better quality sleep. Each Dorelan pocket spring, wrapped one by one, works independently from 
the others, ensuring absolute ergonomic support for the full range of body types and providing completely 
personalised support.

> Exceptional ergonomics 
> Exceptional firmness
> Customised support

DORELAN HOTEL | THE TECHNOLOGIES | POCKET SPRINGS and TWIN SYSTEM® SPRINGS

excellent comfort and Support

POCKET SPRINGS
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Twin System® represents the innovative excellence of Dorelan's 
patents when it comes to technology applied to sleep. The new 
pocket spring system is based on “dual spiral springs” consisting 
in a single steel wire that wraps upon itself to create two concentric 
spirals, the internal one ensuring dedicated support, and the 
exterior one providing total ergonomic comfort.

The exclusive shape of the Twin System® spring reacts differently 
and precisely according to the pressure placed on it, providing the 
support of 720 springs per square metre, varying proportionally 
to the weight applied on each single spring. The internal structure 
with its innovative 7 Fisio Massage® zones provides targeted 
and progressive comfort for the various parts of the body. 
A support that is always perfectly ergonomic and personalised, 
able to satisfy the needs of those who seek higher levels of sleep 
quality. 

To provide your guests with excellent comfort and the highest 
level of sleep well-being

> Perfect ergonomics 
> Total comfort
> Targeted support

DORELAN HOTEL | THE TECHNOLOGIES | POCKET SPRINGS and TWIN SYSTEM® SPRINGS

HIgHly InnoVatIVe well-beIng

 
 TWIN SYSTEM® SPRINGS
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HIgH-flexIbIlIty Support

D-FOAM

DORELAN HOTEL | THE TECHNOLOGIES | D-FOAM and MYFORM EXTENSION®

 

D-Foam is a high-quality variable density technical foam utilised by 
Dorelan for its numerous advantages that make it perfect for the 
hotel environment.

In fact, it features an unequalled level of flexibility and offers long-
lasting firm support, and, thanks to the special density of its 
formula, it is light and has an excellent capacity for maintaining 
its shape.

It is well-suited for use even by those who have problems with 
allergies, combating colonisation by dust-mites and moulds over 
time.

Breathability and a good thermal insulation make D-Foam a safe 
material particularly suited to offering your Guests good sleep 
comfort every day.

> Perfect flexibility
> Firm support
> Long lasting
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comfort and Safety 

 
MYFORM EXTENSION®

DORELAN HOTEL | THE TECHNOLOGIES | D-FOAM and MYFORM EXTENSION®

Produced exclusively by Dorelan's research labs, Myform® 
is an exclusive material that ensures maximum rest without 
compromising on excellent support. Thanks to its innovative 
molecular structure, this comfortable, ergonomic and breathable 
material is capable of adhering perfectly to the entire surface of 
the body, thus providing suitable support for every body part and 
ensuring unparalleled comfort. 

Myform® is periodically subjected to chemical and physical testing, 
and the excellent results confirm that this material can safely be 
used by your guests.

In the Extension® version featuring a density of 45 kg per cu.m, 
Myform® raises the level of excellence of the ergonomics of our 
mattresses thanks to its perfect elasticity.

> Perfect cushioning
> Ideal support
> Excellent comfort
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DORELAN HOTEL | THE TECHNOLOGIES | MYFORM MEMORY AIR® and MYFORM HD®

 

Myform Memory Air® is an innovative hypoallergenic material 
patented exclusively by Dorelan to offer the body maximum 
ergonomics and sleep comfort thanks to the synergy of 
technologically innovative components.

With its high density of 55 kg per cu.m, Myform Memory Air® 
was developed in our research and development labs based on 
an idea for a thermo-variable material with gradual recovery able to 
conform perfectly to the shape of our bodies.

It is also periodically subjected to chemical and physical testing, 
and the excellent results confirm that this material can safely be 
used by your Guests.

Myform Memory Air® adds to Myform Memory® all the benefits of Myform Air®, characterised by a high density 
and a unique open-cell structure that facilitates the proper movement of air, making the Dorelan mattresses, 
toppers and pillows absolutely unique in their quality of comfort and breathability. 

> Excellent comfort
> Perfect ergonomics
> Great breathability

a new comfort experIence

 
MYFORM MEMORY AIR®
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DORELAN HOTEL | THE TECHNOLOGIES | MYFORM MEMORY AIR® and MYFORM HD®

The latest generation of Myform®, Myform HD® is a technologically 
innovative hypoallergenic material made of molecules of reduced 
size, very close to each other and compact, to offer the body 
maximum ergonomics and excellent sleep comfort.

Developed in Dorelan research labs with a high density formula 
measuring 85 kg per cu.m, thanks to its innovative molecular 
structure Myform HD® perfectly follows the body's anatomy, 
providing unequalled ergonomics, precise support and 
impeccable elastic response.

Used to produce the best Dorelan pillows and toppers, it provides 
excellent support to achieve superior levels of comfort and 
insurmountable targeted comfort.

> Excellent ergonomics
> Total comfort
> Customised support

ergonomIc excellence

 MYFORM HD®
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DORELAN HOTEL | THE TECHNOLOGIES | HCS MICROFIBRES

 

Definitive evolution of polyester padding, HCS microfibres define 
new standards of quality in comfort and fibre durability, featured 
in numerous Dorelan mattresses, pillows, toppers and duvets.

The thin microfibres of HCS polyester, made with innovative 
technologies developed to improve fibre performance, are 
distinguished by theirincomparable elasticity and perfect 
breathability, dispersing humidity and maintaining a perfect 
surface microclimate.

The completely hypoallergenic HCS microfibres guarantee 
exceptional softness and highly elastic targeted support, perfectly 
following the shape of the body, thereby becoming a distinctive 
ergonomic element in Dorelan padding.

> Exceptional softness
> Elastic support
> Long lasting

comfort and breatHabIlIty

 
HCS MICROFIBRES



4343

DORELAN HOTEL | THE TECHNOLOGIES | HCS MICROFIBRES
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DORELAN HOTEL | THE COVERS

Exclusive technologies and excellent materials: 

Discover the Dorelan Hotel Cover System.

Dorelan Hotel is pleased to present you a new and 
precious collection of covers, all made with distinguished 
materials to bring out the best performance of our 
mattresses.

Perfectly elastic, durable and safe over time - not to 
mention fully breathable - Dorelan Hotel covers are 
designed to respond impeccably to the specific needs 
of hotels.
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DORELAN HOTEL | THE COVERS

THE COVERS

Thanks to innovative technologies, they guarantee 
unparalleled performance in terms of hygiene and 
protection against dust-mites and parasites, and the 
excellent materials offer even the most demanding 
Guests the best possible levels of comfort.

Mattresses that will continue to provide the best 
performance, night after night, and will long remain in the 
memory of your Guests as an oasis of pure well-being.

A touch of pure excellence 

in each mattress.
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Safety and comfort

DORELAN HOTEL | THE COVERS | COMPACT and ESSENCE

COVER
COMPACT 

 
The Compact cover, quilted with the special Blade Quilting 
design, represents a perfect mix of durability and comfort. 
Made with completely hypoallergenic Jacquard fabric, it 
is distinguished by its exceptional durability and long-lasting 
consistent performance over time.

The padding, consisting in precious hypoallergenic polyester 

> Excellent comfort
> Maximum durability 
> Breathable and 

hypoallergenic

HCS microfibres, guarantees perfect elasticity and excellent breathability combined with exceptional 
surface softness providing maximum sleep comfort.

The band along the perimeter, padded and equipped with ergonomic handles for moving the mattress, 
has regularly spaced micro-perforations along all sides of the cover thanks to the innovative and exclusive 
Respiro system, specifically created in our research and development labs to achieve perfect breathability of 
the mattress. 
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elaStIcIty and comfort

DORELAN HOTEL | THE COVERS | COMPACT and ESSENCE

COVER
ESSENCE

The Essence case, featuring the innovative Diamond Quilting 
design, is distinguished by an incredible elasticity and anatomic 
comfort. Designed specifically with Stretch elasticised fabric, it 
represents a great solution for hotel bed systems.

The padding, consisting in precious hypoallergenic polyester 
HCS microfibres supported by a layer of high-density D-Foam, 

> Exceptional softness
> Maximum elasticity 
> Breathable and 

hypoallergenic

guarantees perfect elasticity and excellent breathability combined with exceptional surface softness 
providing maximum sleep comfort.

The high quality of the Stretch fabric, made with durable and elastic polyester fibres, is made even better by 
the exclusive plant-based Fiberbugs® treatment, made with Geraniol essential oils to inhibit the infestation 
and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

The band along the perimeter, padded and equipped with ergonomic handles for moving the mattress, 
has regularly spaced micro-perforations along all sides of the cover thanks to the innovative and exclusive 
Respiro system, specifically created in our research and development labs to achieve perfect breathability of 
the mattress. 
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comfort eVolutIon

DORELAN HOTEL | THE COVERS | COMFORT SUITE® and ESSENCE MYFORM

COVER 
COMFORT SUITE®

 
The Comfort Suite® cover, featuring the innovative Diamond 
Quilting design, features an additional topper on each side that 
exponentially increases the anatomic comfort of the mattress, as 
well as giving it a distinguished look thanks to the Silver Line 
finish.

The padding, consisting in precious hypoallergenic polyester 

> Exceptional comfort
> Superior elasticity
> Breathable and 

hypoallergenic

HCS microfibre, supported by a layer of high-density D-Foam, guarantees perfect elasticity and excellent 
breathability combined with exceptional surface softness providing maximum sleep comfort.

The high quality of the Stretch fabric, made with durable and elastic polyester fibres, is made even better by 
the exclusive plant-based Fiberbugs® treatment, made with Geraniol essential oils to inhibit the infestation 
and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

The band along the perimeter, padded and equipped with ergonomic handles for moving the mattress, 
has regularly spaced micro-perforations along all sides of the cover thanks to the innovative and exclusive 
Respiro system, specifically created in our research and development labs to achieve perfect breathability of 
the mattress. 
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pure well-beIng

DORELAN HOTEL | THE COVERS | COMFORT SUITE® and ESSENCE MYFORM

COVER
ESSENCE MYFORM®

The Essence Myform® cover, featuring the innovative Diamond 
Quilting design, is the latest creation of our labs to offer twice the 
comfort and to lengthen the life of the mattress.

The mattress with Essence Myform cover was designed with an 
upper layer in the prestigious and patented Myform Memory Air®, 
a highly breathable thermo-variable material with gradual recovery, 

> Excellent comfort
> Maximum elasticity 
> Breathable and 

hypoallergenic

and a layer of exceptionally soft and elastic polyester HCS microfibres.

The advantages of the new Essence Myform cover are numerous, the first being the possibility of constantly 
choosing the right comfort for the Guest, a feature that makes the whole bed system versatile and able 
to satisfy the needs of any sleep requirement. The presence of the precious Myform Memory Air® markedly 
extends the life of the mattress given the high resistance of the memory effect, resisting against continual 
mechanical stimuli.

The high quality of the Stretch fabric, made with durable and elastic polyester fibres, is made even better by 
the exclusive plant-based Fiberbugs® treatment, made with Geraniol essential oils to inhibit the infestation 
and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

The band along the perimeter, padded and equipped with ergonomic handles for moving the mattress, 
features the innovative exclusive Respiro system, regularly spaced micro-perforations along all sides 
of the cover on two Dorelan lines. Specifically developed by our research and development labs to achieve 
perfect breathability of the mattress.
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luxury comfort

DORELAN HOTEL | THE COVERS | COMFORT SUITE® MYFORM and MY LUXURY

COVER 
MYFORM® COMFORT SUITE®

 
The Comfort Suite® Myform® cover, featuring the innovative 
Diamond Quilting design, features an upper additional topper 
on both sides that exponentially increases the anatomic comfort 
of the mattress, as well as giving it a distinguished look thanks to 
the Silver Line finish.

The mattress with Comfort Suite® Myform cover was designed with 

> Exceptional comfort
> Maximum elasticity
> Breathable and 

hypoallergenic

a top layer in prestigious and patented Myform Memory Air®, a highly breathable thermo-variable material 
with gradual recovery, and a layer of ultra-soft, highly elastic polyester HCS microfibres.

The new Comfort Suite® Myform cover makes it possible to constantly choose the right comfort for 
the Guest, a feature that makes the whole bed system versatile and able to satisfy the needs of any sleep 
requirement. The presence of Myform Memory Air® markedly extends the life of the mattress given the high 
resistance to the memory effect, resisting against continual mechanical stimuli.

The high quality of the Stretch fabric, made with durable and elastic polyester fibres, is made even better by 
the exclusive plant-based Fiberbugs® treatment, made with Geraniol essential oils to inhibit the infestation 
and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

The band along the perimeter, padded and equipped with ergonomic handles for moving the mattress, 
has regularly spaced micro-perforations along all sides of the cover thanks to the innovative and exclusive 
Respiro system, specifically created in our research and development labs to achieve perfect breathability of 
the mattress. 
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paradISe of well-beIng

DORELAN HOTEL | THE COVERS | COMFORT SUITE® MYFORM and MY LUXURY

COVER 
MY LUXURY

The My Luxury cover, featuring the innovative Royal Quilting 
design, features rich and prestigious workmanship of the 
mattress layers, that together with the Silver Line side finishing 
distinguishes the products using this enchantingly elegant cover 
and a comfort without equal.

The mattress with My Luxury cover was designed with a double 

> Superlative comfort
> Innovative design
> Breathable and 

hypoallergenic

hybrid Dual Soft padding in exquisite and patented Myform Memory Air®, highly breathable thermo-variable 
material with gradual recovery and exceptionally soft and elastic polyester HCS microfibres on the surface.

The design, symbol of excellent luxury, combined with the advanced spring technology and the incredible 
softness guaranteed by the double padding, make it possible to achieve a level of comfort and look that is 
completely new and revolutionary.

The high quality of the Stretch fabric, made with durable and elastic polyester fibres, is made even better by 
the exclusive plant-based Fiberbugs® treatment, made with Geraniol essential oils to inhibit the infestation 
and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

The band along the perimeter, padded and equipped with ergonomic handles to move the mattress, features 
the innovative and exclusive Respiro system, which, thanks to the elegant Silver Line microfibre fabric 
micro-perforated at regular intervals, guarantees the mattress's breathability.
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Give your Guests the sublime well-being of Dorelan 

Hotel nights. 

Dorelan Hotel is pleased to present four precious and 
exclusive sleep product lines, designed to satisfy all the 
needs of high-end hospitality service. 

A wide range of mattresses, pillows, toppers, sommier, 
headboards, bed bases and accessories featuring 
contemporary and sophisticated designs that can be 
matched with any other item in the collection, high 

DORELAN HOTEL | OUR LINES
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levels of technological innovation and carefully selected 
materials, to provide all your Guests with an unforgettable 
experience of well-being and relaxation.

Luxury, Suite, Deluxe, Superior: four different lines for 
technologies, types of comfort and level of product 
personalisation, four different styles to furnish in minimum 
detail the night space, the most intimate and precious 
place in your hotel.

For an elegant, 

personalised response to 

the needs of your hotel.

DORELAN HOTEL | OUR LINES

OUR LINES
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FOR AN ISLAND OF PURE RELAXATION

COMFORT, ELEGANCE, PRACTICALITY

 

 

Well-being, comfort, relaxation and high quality. As well as safety, 
hygiene, reliability, style and design. Welcome to the Dorelan Hotel 
Superior line, a collection of comfortable, elegant, practical and 
durable products that will satisfy the demands of modern hotels 
with versatility. 

The Dorelan Hotel Deluxe collection is the perfect meeting of 
comfort, elegance Made in Italy, excellent performance and 
maximum practicality. Designed to impeccably meet the needs 
of hotels, Deluxe products guarantee maximum durability while at 
the same time offering the quality that has made Dorelan famous 
worldwide. The Deluxe line includes ergonomic mattresses, 

The Superior line includes anatomic mattresses, pillows, bed bases, sommier and numerous accessories, 
which can all be mixed and matched to create comfortable, elegant and functional bed systems, capable of 
transforming the rooms of your hotel into islands of pure relaxation.

precious pillows, bed bases, sommier and a vast range of accessories for the night space, designed to provide 
bed systems that are comfortable, elegant and practical, giving each room of your hotel a touch of class and 
providing your Guests with excellence in sleep well-being.

> Exceptional comfort
> Elegant functionality
> Safety and hygiene

> Maximum comfort 
> Elegance and design
> Ideal practicality

DORELAN HOTEL | OUR LINES

SuperiorLINE

DeluxeLINE
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THE LUXURY OF A FIVE-STAR SLEEP

COMFORT GREATER THAN DREAMS

 

 

The most precious treasure in a Suite is the exclusive comfort 
provided by its bed system. In fact, an intense and blissful sleep 
is the best luxury you can offer your Guests. The excellence of the 
Suite line was conceived exactly for this reason: from the research of 
Dorelan Hotel true jewels to satisfy the demands of high-end hotels. 

Welcome your Guests with the most precious gift: an unequalled 
sleep, greater than the most ambitious dreams of comfort. Let 
them lose themselves in a superior level of well-being, where sleep 
becomes a precious treatment capable of rejuvenating body, mind 
and heart.

The Suite line includes ergonomic mattresses, exceptionally comfortable pillows, bed bases, sommier and 
impeccable, sophisticated accessories for bed systems to provide your best rooms with the distinction of an 
unforgettable sleep.   

Mattress, pillow, bed base, sommier and many elegant accessories: discover the Dorelan Hotel Luxury line, 
a collection of treasures with refined design and excellent comfort, the best our production has to offer, to 
transform the best rooms of your hotel into an oasis of total well-being.

> Personalised comfort
> Perfect ergonomics
> Sophisticated design

> Excellent comfort
> Exemplary ergonomics
> Priceless details 

DORELAN HOTEL | OUR LINES

LuxuryLINE

SuiteLINE
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Give your Guests the sublime well-being of Dorelan 

nights. 

With the new Dorelan Hotel Mattress Collection we 
welcome you to the excellence of sleep solutions Made 
in Italy.

Exceptionally sturdy, durable and made with the most 
innovative technologies, our mattresses are among the 
most sought after by hotels around the world for their 
unequalled comfort and unmistakeable ergonomics.

DORELAN HOTEL | MATTRESSES
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Made with high-quality raw materials with impeccable 
hypoallergenic properties, certified with the highest 
standards of safety and designed to offer support that 
is perfectly suited to every body type, the mattresses of 
the new Dorelan Hotel collection add comfort, quality 
and elegance to your facility, giving your Guests an 
unforgettable oasis of relaxation.

when Hospitality starts 

with perfect sleep well-

being. 

DORELAN HOTEL | MATTRESSES

MATTRESS COLLECTION

M
at
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DORELAN HOTEL | MATTRESSES | AMBIT

bonnel SprIngS

The bonnel springs are made with phosphate-coated steel wire, solid and durable, wound into a bIconIc SHape 
wItH anatomIc reSponSe. They keep their shape thanks to a tempering treatment, guaranteeing stability and the 
perfect shape of the mattress over time. 

firm support anatomic support long-lasting durability

non-deformable structure exceptional robustness perfect stability

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

bonnel spring mattress

bONNEl SPRING SySTEM wITH 145 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED 
STEEl wITH 2.2 MM wIRE

Internal protection support in Spring Care felt fabric - 900 g/sq.m

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

COMPACT ExTERNAl COvER wITH blADE QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC jACQUARD FAbRIC

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M 

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Solid and robust

Stable and maintains shape

Elevated durability

Anatomic support
 
Excellent performance

Design and practicality
 
Safety and quality

Pleasant comfort

long lasting
 

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety
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DORELAN HOTEL | MATTRESSES | AMBIT

23
cm approx.

HEIGHT SuperiorLINE

AMBIT

M
at

tre
ss

es

COMPACT COvER IN 
jACQUARD FAbRIC

Firm support, sturdiness, hygiene and safety: these characteristics make Ambit the perfect mattress for embracing 
the sleep of your Guests. 

The Bonnel springs by Dorelan, traditionally solid and non-deformable thanks to the exclusive biconic spiral spring 
assembly, guarantee perfect durability of the mattress over time, as well as anatomic and stable support. The 
Compact cover with hypoallergenic Jacquard fabric ensures healthy, pleasant and comfortable sleep over time.

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

TECHNOLOGY

145
springs/sq.m 

COVER

Compact
Blade Quilting

FABRIC

Hypoallergenic 
Jacquard

PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres
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DORELAN HOTEL | MATTRESSES | PREMIER

lfK SprIngS 

upper SenSor wItH VarIable elaStIc reSponSe        each spring acts "intelligently", perfectly 
adapting to the different weights and every movement in the "upper" part, guaranteeing 
the firmness typical of more traditional springs thanks to the "low" part.

Solid support perfect elasticity long-lasting durability

exceptional comfort great robustness maintains shape over time

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

lFk spring mattress

lFk SPRING SySTEM wITH 260 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED STEEl 
wITH 1.9 MM wIRE

lFk SPRING TECHNOlOGy wITH UPPER SENSOR wITH vARIAblE 
ElASTIC RESPONSE

Internal protection support in Spring Care felt fabric - 900 g/sq.m

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

COMPACT ExTERNAl COvER wITH blADE QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC jACQUARD FAbRIC

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy 

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT
        

Solid and maintains shape over time

Stable and robust

Perfect elastic response

Durable and long lasting

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Design and practicality

Safety and quality
 
Pleasant comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety
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DORELAN HOTEL | MATTRESSES | PREMIER

PREMIER

23
cm approx.

HEIGHT SuperiorLINE

COMPACT COvER IN 
jACQUARD FAbRIC

The non-deformable structure of the exclusive LFK spring system with 260 springs/sq.m and soft comfort of the 
Compact cover with Blade Quilting provide anatomic support and pleasant resting comfort.

Recent laboratory tests have demonstrated that LFK Spring Technology, better than any other spring system, is able 
to support strong and continuous mechanical demands. The extraordinary durability and absolute reliability of this 
model is evidenced by the fact that it is very popular among the primary international cruise lines.

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

TECHNOLOGY

260
springs/sq.m 

COVER

Compact
Blade Quilting

FABRIC

Hypoallergenic 
Jacquard

PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres

M
at
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DORELAN HOTEL | MATTRESSES | CREED

lfK SprIngS 

upper SenSor wItH VarIable elaStIc reSponSe        each spring acts "intelligently", perfectly 
adapting to the different weights and every movement in the "upper" part, guaranteeing 
the firmness typical of more traditional springs thanks to the "low" part.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

lFk spring mattress

lFk SPRING SySTEM wITH 260 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED STEEl 
wITH 1.9 MM wIRE

lFk SPRING TECHNOlOGy wITH UPPER SENSOR wITH vARIAblE 
ElASTIC RESPONSE

Internal protection support in Spring Care felt fabric - 900 g/sq.m

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

ESSENCE ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy 

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT        

Solid and maintains shape over time

Stable and robust

Perfect elastic response

Durable and long lasting

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Soft comfort

Exceptional safety and quality

 
Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

 
breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety

Solid support perfect elasticity long-lasting durability

exceptional comfort great robustness maintains shape over time
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DORELAN HOTEL | MATTRESSES | CREED

25
cm approx.

27
cm approx.

30
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
at

tre
ss

es

DeluxeLINE

TECHNOLOGY

260
springs/sq.m 

Thanks to the exclusive LFK spring system with 260 springs/sq.m and the elegant covering in hypoallergenic 
Stretch fabric treated exclusively with Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol essential oils that block the infestation and 
proliferation of dangerous bed bugs, Creed offers anatomic support and perfect sleep hygiene over time.

Recent laboratory tests have demonstrated that LFK Spring Technology, better than any other spring system, is able 
to support strong and continuous mechanical demands. The extraordinary durability and absolute reliability of this 
model is evidenced by the fact that it is very popular among the primary international cruise lines.

ESSENCE COvER IN STRETCH 
FAbRIC

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

COVER

Essence 
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres

CREED
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DORELAN HOTEL | MATTRESSES | CREED CS

lfK SprIngS

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

lFk spring mattress

lFk SPRING SySTEM wITH 260 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED STEEl 
wITH 1.9 MM wIRE

lFk SPRING TECHNOlOGy wITH UPPER SENSOR wITH vARIAblE 
ElASTIC RESPONSE

Internal protection support in Spring Care felt fabric - 900 g/sq.m

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

COMFORT SUITE® ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING AND SIlvER 
lINE FINISHING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH 
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy 

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT  
        

Solid and maintains shape over time

Stable and robust

Perfect elastic response

Durable and long lasting

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Soft comfort

Exceptional safety and quality

Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

 
breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety
 

upper SenSor wItH VarIable elaStIc reSponSe        each spring acts "intelligently", perfectly 
adapting to the different weights and every movement in the "upper" part, guaranteeing 
the firmness typical of more traditional springs thanks to the "low" part.

Solid support perfect elasticity long-lasting durability

exceptional comfort great robustness maintains shape over time
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DORELAN HOTEL | MATTRESSES | CREED CS

COMFORT SUITE® COvER IN 
STRETCH FAbRIC

Thanks to the Comfort Suite® cover, elegant with a soft and generous padded layer on its surface, this mattress 
will provide your Guests with unequalled comfort, while the LFK spring system with 260 springs/sq.m guarantees 
sturdiness, stability and shape of the entire bed system over time. 
The cover is made with refined hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively treated with Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol 
essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

Recent laboratory tests have demonstrated that LFK Spring Technology, better than any other spring system, is able 
to support strong and continuous mechanical demands.

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

CREED CS

26
cm approx.

28
cm approx.

31
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
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DeluxeLINE

TECHNOLOGY

260
springs/sq.m 

COVER

Comfort Suite® 
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         .
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DORELAN HOTEL | MATTRESSES | IRIS

lfK SprIngS

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

lFk spring mattress

lFk SPRING SySTEM wITH 260 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED STEEl 
wITH 1.9 MM wIRE

lFk SPRING TECHNOlOGy wITH UPPER SENSOR wITH vARIAblE 
ElASTIC RESPONSE

Internal protection support in Spring Care felt fabric - 900 g/sq.m

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

ESSENCE MyFORM® ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH 
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM MEMORy AIR® PADDING wITH DENSITy OF 55 kG/CU.M

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy 

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT
        

Solid and maintains shape over time

Stable and robust

Perfect elastic response

Durable and long lasting

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Elegant design and practicality

Exceptional safety and quality

Embracing softness

Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

 
breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety
 

upper SenSor wItH VarIable elaStIc reSponSe        each spring acts "intelligently", perfectly 
adapting to the different weights and every movement in the "upper" part, guaranteeing 
the firmness typical of more traditional springs thanks to the "low" part.

Solid support perfect elasticity long-lasting durability

exceptional comfort great robustness maintains shape over time
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ESSENCE MyFORM® COvER 
IN STRETCH FAbRIC 

The exclusive LFK spring system with 260 springs/sq.m makes it possible for Iris to provide solid support that is 
perfectly stable and anatomic. Recent laboratory tests have demonstrated that LFK Spring Technology, better than 
any other spring system, is able to support strong and continuous mechanical demands, proving its durability, 
resistance to losing its shape and long life. 
The cover is made with refined hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively treated with Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol 
essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

Thanks to the exclusive Essence Myform® cover, Iris also offers two different levels of comfort, exceptionally soft and 
embracing on one side, more dynamic and elastic on the other, to provide even your most demanding Customers 
with a five-star sleep.

MyFORM MEMORy AIR® 
PADDING / POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

IRIS

25
cm approx.

27
cm approx.

30
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
at
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ss

es

SuiteLINE

1 2

TECHNOLOGY

260
springs/sq.m 

COVER

Essence Myform 
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC PADDING

Myform Memory Air® /  
Polyester HCS microfibres

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         
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lfK SprIngS 

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

lFk spring mattress

lFk SPRING SySTEM wITH 260 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED STEEl 
wITH 1.9 MM wIRE

lFk SPRING TECHNOlOGy wITH UPPER SENSOR wITH vARIAblE 
ElASTIC RESPONSE

Internal protection support in Spring Care felt fabric - 900 g/sq.m

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

COMFORT SUITE® MyFORM® ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING
AND SIlvER lINE FINISHING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM MEMORy AIR® PADDING wITH DENSITy OF 55 kG/CU.M

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy 

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT
        

Solid and maintains shape over time

Stable and robust

Perfect elastic response

 
Durable and long lasting

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Soft and precious comfort

Exceptional safety and quality

Embracing softness

Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety
 

upper SenSor wItH VarIable elaStIc reSponSe        each spring acts "intelligently", perfectly 
adapting to the different weights and every movement in the "upper" part, guaranteeing 
the firmness typical of more traditional springs thanks to the "low" part.

Solid support perfect elasticity long-lasting durability

exceptional comfort great robustness maintains shape over time
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26
cm approx.

28
cm approx.

31
cm approx.

HEIGHT
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SuiteLINEDORELAN HOTEL | MATTRESSES | IRIS CS

 COMFORT SUITE® COvER 
MyFORM® IN STRETCH 
FAbRIC

TECHNOLOGY

260
springs/sq.m 

COVER

Comfort Suite®  Myform
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC

Myform Memory Air® /
Polyester HCS microfibres

Give your Guests the exclusive luxury of five-star sleep! Thanks to the synergy of the Comfort Suite® Myform® 
cover, featuring an exceptionally soft and generous layer of padding sewn to both surfaces, this mattress offers 
excellent targeted comfort, soft and embracing on one side, soft and dynamic on the other, to guarantee a level of 
comfort that is truly unequalled, satisfying even your most demanding Customers. The cover is made with refined 
hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively treated with Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol essential oils that block the 
infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

The LFK spring system with 260 springs/sq.m guarantees solidity, stability and consistent shape of the entire bed 
system.

MyFORM MEMORy AIR® 
PADDING / POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

PADDING

1 2

IRIS CS
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lfK SprIngS

upper SenSor wItH VarIable elaStIc reSponSe        each spring acts "intelligently", perfectly 
adapting to the different weights and every movement in the "upper" part, guaranteeing 
the firmness typical of more traditional springs thanks to the "low" part.

Solid support perfect elasticity long-lasting durability

exceptional comfort great robustness maintains shape over time

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

lFk spring mattress

lFk SPRING SySTEM wITH 260 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED STEEl 
wITH 1.9 MM wIRE

lFk SPRING TECHNOlOGy wITH UPPER SENSOR wITH vARIAblE 
ElASTIC RESPONSE

Internal protection support in Spring Care felt fabric - 900 g/sq.m

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

My lUxURy ExTERNAl COvER wITH ROyAl QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS 

HybRID DUAl SOFT PADDING IN POlyESTER MICROFIbRES 
HyPOAllERGENIC HCS 200 G/M² AND HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM MEMORy 
AIR® wITH DENSITy 55 kG/CU.M

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy IN SIlvER lINE MICROFIbRE

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT
        

Solid and maintains shape over time

Stable and robust

Perfect elastic response

Durable and long lasting

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Soft and precious comfort

Exceptional safety and quality

Pleasant comfort

long lasting

 
breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety
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ADORE

30
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
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LuxuryLINE

260
springs/sq.m 

TECHNOLOGY COVER

My Luxury 
Royal Quilting

FABRIC

Myform Memory Air® 

Polyester HCS microfibres
+

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

PADDING

 My lUxURy COvER 
IN STRETCH FAbRIC

With Adore we welcome you to the top of the LFK Spring mattress range by Dorelan. Thanks to the precious My 
Luxury cover made with an elegant quilting design and exclusive double hybrid Dual Soft padding, and thanks to 
the LFK spring system with 260 springs/sq.m, solid, stable and long-lasting, able to support like no other spring 
system strong and continuous mechanical stimuli, this mattress guarantees good support over time, anatomic and 
ergonomic, as well as an excellent level of well-being and sleep. 
The cover is made with refined hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively treated with Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol 
essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

To offer your Guests the privilege of a deep sleep in comfort of a rare intensity.

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES AND MyFORM 
MEMORy AIR®

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND
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pocKet SprIngS 

The springs act independently, ensuring ergonomIc Support and sufficient support for a wide range of body 
types. Thanks to the special helical shape, each spring maintains a high level of rigidity in the inner part, providing 
increased softness in the surface areas.

exceptional firmness exceptional ergonomics long-lasting

customised support exceptional comfort perfect stability

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Pocket spring mattress

POCkET SPRING SySTEM wITH 330 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED 
STEEl wITH 1.7 MM wIRE

7 FISIO MASSAGE® TARGETED SUPPORT ZONES

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

COMPACT ExTERNAl COvER wITH blADE QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC jACQUARD FAbRIC

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M 

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT
        

Stable and excellent support

Perfect elasticity and robustness

Perfect ergonomics

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Design and practicality

Safety and quality
 
Pleasant comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety
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24
cm approx.

HEIGHT
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SuperiorLINE

COMPACT COvER IN 
jACQUARD FAbRIC

TECHNOLOGY

330
springs/sq.m 

COVER

Compact  
Blade Quilting

FABRIC

Hypoallergenic 
Jacquard

PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres

Solid, reliable and long lasting, thanks to its 330 pocket springs per sq.m Class offers excellent support for all body 
types. 

The exclusive Fisio Massage® system with 7 targeted support zones thanks to different densities, guarantees support 
that is perfectly ergonomic for every part of the body, and the Compact cover in soft hypoallergenic Jacquard fabric 
ensures your Guests comfort that is always dynamic and pleasant, for a restful sleep.

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

CLASS
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pocKet SprIngS

The springs act independently, ensuring ergonomIc Support and sufficient support for a wide range of body 
types. Thanks to the special helical shape, each spring maintains a high level of rigidity in the inner part, providing 
increased softness in the surface areas.

exceptional firmness exceptional ergonomics long-lasting

customised support exceptional comfort perfect stability

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Pocket spring mattress

POCkET SPRING SySTEM wITH 330 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED 
STEEl wITH 1.7 MM wIRE

7 FISIO MASSAGE® TARGETED SUPPORT ZONES

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

ESSENCE ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam 

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Stable and excellent support

Perfect elasticity and robustness

Perfect ergonomics

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Design and practicality

Safety and quality

 
Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety
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GRACE

25
cm approx.

27
cm approx.

30
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
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DeluxeLINE

ESSENCE COvER IN STRETCH 
FAbRIC

TECHNOLOGY

330
springs/sq.m 

COVER

Essence 
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres

Technology, practicality and comfort are combined in Grace, a mattress that is solid, durable and will provide long-
lasting performance. Exclusive Dorelan technology with 330 pocket springs/sq.m, provides support that adapts to 
all body types and is perfectly ergonomic, thanks to the Fisio Massage® system with 7 targeted support zones. 

Pleasant sleeping comfort is guaranteed by the Essence cover in hypoallergenic Stretch fabric with an exclusive 
treatment of Fiberbugs® made with Geraniol essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous 
bed bugs. 

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         
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pocKet SprIngS 

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Pocket spring mattress

POCkET SPRING SySTEM wITH 330 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED 
STEEl wITH 1.7 MM wIRE

7 FISIO MASSAGE® TARGETED SUPPORT ZONES

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

COMFORT SUITE® ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING
SIlvER lINE FINISHING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS 

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam 

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-PER-
FORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Stable and excellent support

Perfect elasticity and robustness

Perfect ergonomics

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Soft and precious comfort

Exceptional safety and quality

Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety

The springs act independently, ensuring ergonomIc Support and sufficient support for a wide range of body 
types. Thanks to the special helical shape, each spring maintains a high level of rigidity in the inner part, providing 
increased softness in the surface areas.

exceptional firmness exceptional ergonomics long-lasting

customised support exceptional comfort perfect stability
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COMFORT SUITE® COvER 
IN STRETCH FAbRIC

TECHNOLOGY

330
springs/sq.m 

COVER

Comfort Suite® 
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres

Give your guests an exceptionally soft support thanks to this mattress's Comfort Suite® cover, featuring a generous 
padded layer sewn to the surface to provide night after night of comfort for sleep that is always excellent. The cover 
is made with refined hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively treated with Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol essential 
oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

The 330 pocket springs per sq.m of the Grace Comfort Suite®, solid, durable and long lasting, guarantee perfect 
support and ergonomics thanks to the exclusive Fisio Massage® system with 7 targeted support zones.

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

26
cm approx.

28
cm approx.

31
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
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DeluxeLINE

GRACE CS
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tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

pocKet SprIngS 

The springs act independently, ensuring ergonomIc Support and sufficient support for a wide range of body 
types. Thanks to the special helical shape, each spring maintains a high level of rigidity in the inner part, providing 
increased softness in the surface areas.

Pocket spring mattress

POCkET SPRING SySTEM wITH 330 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED 
STEEl wITH 1.7 MM wIRE

7 FISIO MASSAGE® TARGETED SUPPORT ZONES

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

ESSENCE MyFORM® ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM MEMORy AIR® PADDING wITH DENSITy OF 55 kG/CU.M

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam 

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Stable and excellent support

Perfect elasticity and robustness

 
Perfect ergonomics

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Design and practicality

Exceptional safety and quality

Embracing softness

Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety

exceptional firmness exceptional ergonomics long-lasting

customised support exceptional comfort perfect stability
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ESSENCE MyFORM® COvER 
IN STRETCH FAbRIC

TECHNOLOGY

330
springs/sq.m 

COVER

Essence Myform 
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC PADDING

Myform Memory Air® / 
Polyester HCS microfibres

The exclusive Dorelan technology with 330 pocket springs/sq.m guarantees long life, solidity and the durability 
of Incanto, a mattress that offers support perfectly suited for every kind of body type, providing a high level of 
ergonomics thanks to the Fisio Massage® system with 7 targeted support zones. The cover is made with refined 
hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively treated with Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol essential oils that block the 
infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

Thanks to the Essence Myform® cover, Incanto provides two different levels of comfort, soft and embracing 
on one side, more dynamic and elastic on the other, to offer the luxury of perfectly regenerating sleep to all your 
Customers.

MyFORM MEMORy AIR® 
PADDING / POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

INCANTO

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

25
cm approx.

27
cm approx.

30
cm approx.

HEIGHT
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SuiteLINE

1 2
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tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

pocKet SprIngS

The springs act independently, ensuring ergonomIc Support and sufficient support for a wide range of body 
types. Thanks to the special helical shape, each spring maintains a high level of rigidity in the inner part, providing 
increased softness in the surface areas.

Pocket spring mattress

POCkET SPRING SySTEM wITH 330 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED 
STEEl wITH 1.7 MM wIRE

7 FISIO MASSAGE® TARGETED SUPPORT ZONES

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

COMFORT SUITE® MyFORM® ExTERNAl COvER wITH 
DIAMOND QUIlTING AND SIlvER lINE FINISHING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS 

HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM MEMORy AIR® PADDING wITH DENSITy OF 55 kG/CU.M

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam 

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Stable and excellent support

Perfect elasticity and robustness

Perfect ergonomics

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Design and practicality

Exceptional safety and quality

Embracing softness

Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

 
Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety

exceptional firmness exceptional ergonomics long-lasting

customised support exceptional comfort perfect stability
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COMFORT SUITE®       My-
FORM® COvER IN STRETCH 
FAbRIC

TECHNOLOGY

330
springs/sq.m 

COVER

Comfort Suite® Myform
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC PADDING

Myform Memory Air® / 
Polyester HCS microfibres

Give your Guests a perfect sleep, stunning them with a jewel of comfort. 

Thanks to the precious Comfort Suite® Myform® cover, this mattress provides excellent comfort differentiated on 
each side, soft and embracing on one side, soft and dynamic on the other, without sacrificing the perfect support 
and great stability offered by the Dorelan technology with 330 pocket springs/sq.m, and the exceptional ergonomics 
guaranteed by the exclusive Fisio Massage® system with 7 targeted support zones.
The cover is made with refined hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively treated with Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol 
essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

MyFORM MEMORy AIR® 
PADDING / POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

26
cm approx.

28
cm approx.

31
cm approx.

HEIGHT SuiteLINE

1 2
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INCANTO CS
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tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

pocKet SprIngS

The springs act independently, ensuring ergonomIc Support and sufficient support for a wide range of body 
types. Thanks to the special helical shape, each spring maintains a high level of rigidity in the inner part, providing 
increased softness in the surface areas.  

exceptional firmness exceptional ergonomics long-lasting

customised support exceptional comfort perfect stability

Pocket spring mattress

POCkET SPRING SySTEM wITH 330 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED 
STEEl wITH 1.7 MM wIRE

7 FISIO MASSAGE® TARGETED SUPPORT ZONES

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

My lUxURy ExTERNAl COvER wITH ROyAl QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

HybRID DUAl SOFT PADDING IN POlyESTER MICROFIbRES 
HyPOAllERGENIC HCS 200 G/M² AND HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM MEMORy 
AIR® wITH DENSITy 55 kG/CU.M

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy IN SIlvER lINE MICROFIbRE

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Stable and excellent support

Perfect elasticity and robustness

 
Perfect ergonomics

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Soft and precious comfort

Exceptional safety and quality

Embracing softness

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety
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 My lUxURy COvER IN 
STRETCH FAbRIC

Excelso is the mattress that will give your Guests the luxury of an unforgettable sleep! 

Thanks to the refined My Luxury cover featuring a quilted motif of exceptionally elegant design as well as exclusive 
Dual Soft hybrid padding, thanks to Dorelan technology with 330 pocket springs/sq.m that are solid, stable and 
perfectly elastic, and to the Fisio Massage® system with 7 targeted support zones, this mattress can satisfy the 
comfort needs of all body types, maintaining perfect ergonomics and guaranteeing over time excellent sleep well-
being. The cover is made with refined hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively treated with Fiberbugs®, made with 
Geraniol essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES AND MyFORM 
MEMORy AIR®

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

EXCELSO

330
springs/sq.m 

My Luxury 
Royal Quilting

Myform Memory Air®  

Polyester HCS microfibres

TECHNOLOGY COVER FABRIC PADDING

+
Hypoallergenic Stretch 

Fiberbugs®         

30
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
at

tre
ss

es

LuxuryLINE
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DORELAN HOTEL | MATTRESSES | ICON

pocKet SprIngS

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Pocket spring mattress

POCkET SPRING SySTEM wITH 370 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED 
STEEl wITH 1.5 MM wIRE

7 FISIO MASSAGE® TARGETED SUPPORT ZONES

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

COMPACT ExTERNAl COvER wITH blADE QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC jACQUARD FAbRIC

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M 

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Stable and excellent support

Perfect comfort and elasticity

Perfect ergonomics

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Design and practicality

Safety and quality

Pleasant comfort

long lasting

Uniform comfort

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety

The springs act independently, ensuring ergonomic support and sufficient support for the wide range of body types. 
370 pocKet SprIngS/SQ.m guarantee excellent elasticity and perfectly calibrated support for every part of the 
body, to offer excellent, long-lasting performance and perfect sleep comfort.

exceptional firmness exceptional ergonomics High elasticity

targeted support perfect comfort durable and robust
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ICON

COMPACT COvER IN 
jACQUARD FAbRIC

TECHNOLOGY

370
springs/sq.m 

COVER

Compact 
Blade Quilting

FABRIC

Hypoallergenic 
Jacquard

PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres

The 370 pocket springs per sq.m of Icon guarantee perfect durability, support that is always elastic and targeted for 
every part of the body, for sleep comfort that is made perfect by the exclusive Fisio Massage® system with 7 targeted 
support zones, giving excellent ergonomics to the whole mattress.

The Compact cover in soft hypoallergenic Jacquard ensures Guests long-lasting comfort and remarkable sleep 
well-being.

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

24
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
at

tre
ss

es

SuperiorLINE
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pocKet SprIngS

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Pocket spring mattress

POCkET SPRING SySTEM wITH 370 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED 
STEEl wITH 1.5 MM wIRE

7 FISIO MASSAGE® TARGETED SUPPORT ZONES

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

ESSENCE ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam 

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Stable and excellent support

Perfect comfort and elasticity

Perfect ergonomics

Anatomic support

 
Excellent performance

Elegant design and practicality

Exceptional safety and quality

Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety

The springs act independently, ensuring ergonomic support and sufficient support for the wide range of body types. 
370 pocKet SprIngS/SQ.m guarantee excellent elasticity and perfectly calibrated support for every part of the 
body, to offer excellent, long-lasting performance and perfect sleep comfort.

exceptional firmness exceptional ergonomics High elasticity

targeted support perfect comfort durable and robust
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DESIRE

ESSENCE COvER IN STRETCH 
FAbRIC

TECHNOLOGY

370
springs/sq.m 

COVER

Essence 
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres

The soft Essence cover in hypoallergenic Stretch fabric, beautiful and durable, ensures pleasing comfort and perfect 
safety thanks to the exclusive Fiberbugs® treatment made with Geraniol essential oils that block the infestation and 
proliferation of dangerous bed bugs, and includes a remarkably durable spring system of 370 pocket springs per 
sq.m, to guarantee to your Guests over time a solid, perfectly elastic support that is ideal for any body type. 

In addition, the exclusive Fisio Massage® system with 7 targeted support zones makes Desire 
a mattress that can provide high levels of ergonomics and excellent sleep well-being.

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

25
cm approx.

27
cm approx.

30
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
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es

DeluxeLINE
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pocKet SprIngS

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Pocket spring mattress

POCkET SPRING SySTEM wITH 370 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED 
STEEl wITH 1.5 MM wIRE

7 FISIO MASSAGE® TARGETED SUPPORT ZONES

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

COMFORT SUITE® ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING
SIlvER lINE FINISHING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam 

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Stable and excellent support

Perfect comfort and elasticity

Perfect ergonomics

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Soft and precious comfort

Exceptional safety and quality

Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety

The springs act independently, ensuring ergonomic support and sufficient support for the wide range of body types. 
370 pocKet SprIngS/SQ.m guarantee excellent elasticity and perfectly calibrated support for every part of the 
body, to offer excellent, long-lasting performance and perfect sleep comfort.

exceptional firmness exceptional ergonomics High elasticity

targeted support perfect comfort durable and robust
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DESIRE CS

COMFORT SUITE® COvER IN 
STRETCH FAbRIC

TECHNOLOGY

370
springs/sq.m 

COVER

Comfort Suite® 
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres

Give your Guests an exceptionally elegant support thanks to this mattress's soft Comfort Suite® cover, featuring a 
generous padded layer sewn to the surface to provide night after night of comfort, for sleep that is always excellent. 

The 370 pocket springs per sq.m make Desire Comfort Suite® stable, durable and capable of providing perfect 
elasticity, a calibrated, ideal support for any body type, with exceptional ergonomics thanks to the Fisio Massage® 
system with 7 targeted support zones. 

The cover is made with refined hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively treated with Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol 
essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

26
cm approx.

28
cm approx.

31
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
at
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DeluxeLINE
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exceptional firmness exceptional ergonomics High elasticity

targeted support perfect comfort durable and robust

DORELAN HOTEL | MATTRESSES | ECHO

pocKet SprIngS

The springs act independently, ensuring ergonomic support and sufficient support for the wide range of body types. 
370 pocKet SprIngS/SQ.m guarantee excellent elasticity and perfectly calibrated support for every part of the 
body, to offer excellent, long-lasting performance and perfect sleep comfort.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Pocket spring mattress

POCkET SPRING SySTEM wITH 370 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED 
STEEl wITH 1.5 MM wIRE

7 FISIO MASSAGE® TARGETED SUPPORT ZONES

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

ESSENCE MyFORM® ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM MEMORy AIR® PADDING wITH DENSITy OF 55 kG/CU.M

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam 

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Stable and excellent support

Perfect comfort and elasticity

 
Perfect ergonomics

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Elegant design and practicality

Exceptional safety and quality

Embracing softness

Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety
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ECHO

25
cm approx.

27
cm approx.

30
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
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SuiteLINEDORELAN HOTEL | MATTRESSES | ECHO

ESSENCE MyFORM® COvER 
IN STRETCH FAbRIC

TECHNOLOGY

370
springs/sq.m 

COVER

Essence Myform 
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC PADDING

Myform Memory Air® / 
Polyester HCS microfibres

Exclusive Dorelan technology with 370 pocket springs/sq.m guarantees long life, perfect elasticity and the ideal 
comfort of Echo, a mattress that can guarantee perfectly calibrated support for every body type, also providing a 
high level of ergonomics thanks to the Fisio Massage® system with 7 targeted support zones. 

In addition, the exclusive Essence Myform® cover, provides two different kinds of comfort, soft and embracing 
on one side, more dynamic and elastic on the other, to give your Customers the luxury of sleep that is perfectly 
rejuvenating. 
The cover is made with refined hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively treated with Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol 
essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

MyFORM MEMORy AIR® 
PADDING / POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

1 2
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tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

pocKet SprIngS

Pocket spring mattress

POCkET SPRING SySTEM wITH 370 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED 
STEEl wITH 1.5 MM wIRE

7 FISIO MASSAGE® TARGETED SUPPORT ZONES

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

COMFORT SUITE® MyFORM® ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING
AND SIlvER lINE FINISHING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM MEMORy AIR® PADDING wITH DENSITy OF 55 kG/CU.M

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam 

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Stable and excellent support

 
Perfect comfort and elasticity

 
Perfect ergonomics

Anatomic support

 
Excellent performance

Soft and precious comfort

Exceptional safety and quality

Embracing softness

Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety

The springs act independently, ensuring ergonomic support and sufficient support for the wide range of body types. 
370 pocKet SprIngS/SQ.m guarantee excellent elasticity and perfectly calibrated support for every part of the 
body, to offer excellent, long-lasting performance and perfect sleep comfort.

exceptional firmness exceptional ergonomics High elasticity

targeted support perfect comfort durable and robust
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COMFORT SUITE® COvER 
MyFORM® IN STRETCH 
FAbRIC

TECHNOLOGY

370
springs/sq.m 

COVER

Comfort Suite® Myform® 
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC PADDING

Surprise your Guests with a truly unique sleep experience, thanks to the incomparable comfort of Echo Comfort 
Suite®! Thanks to the refined and durable Comfort Suite® Myform® cover, this mattress offers excellent comfort that 
is different on each side, soft and embracing on one side, soft and dynamic on the other, without sacrificing the 
incredible elasticity and perfectly calibrated support guaranteed by Dorelan technology with 370 pocket springs/
sq.m, solid and durable. 

The exclusive Fisio Massage® system with 7 targeted support zones gives the mattress excellent performance, 
providing perfect ergonomics over time. The cover is made with refined hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively 
treated with Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous 
bed bugs.

MyFORM MEMORy AIR® 
PADDING / POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

ECHO CS

Myform Memory Air® / 
Polyester HCS microfibres

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

26
cm approx.

28
cm approx.

31
cm approx.

HEIGHT
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SuiteLINE

1 2
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tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

pocKet SprIngS

Pocket spring mattress

POCkET SPRING SySTEM wITH 370 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED 
STEEl wITH 1.5 MM wIRE

7 FISIO MASSAGE® TARGETED SUPPORT ZONES

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

My lUxURy ExTERNAl COvER wITH ROyAl QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

HybRID DUAl SOFT PADDING wITH HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES 200 G/SQ.M AND HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM MEMORy AIR® 
wITH DENSITy 55 kG/CU.M

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy IN SIlvER lINE MICROFIbRE

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Stable and excellent support

Perfect comfort and elasticity

Perfect ergonomics

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Soft and precious comfort

Exceptional safety and quality

Pleasant comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety

The springs act independently, ensuring ergonomic support and sufficient support for the wide range of body types. 
370 pocKet SprIngS/SQ.m guarantee excellent elasticity and perfectly calibrated support for every part of the 
body, to offer excellent, long-lasting performance and perfect sleep comfort.

exceptional firmness exceptional ergonomics High elasticity

targeted support perfect comfort durable and robust
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My lUxURy COvER IN 
STRETCH FAbRIC

Treat yourself to the exceptional comfort of one of the finest products offered by the new Dorelan collection! 

Thanks to the refined My Luxury cover featuring a quilted motif of exceptionally elegant design as well as exclusive 
Dual Soft hybrid padding, thanks to Dorelan technology with 370 pocket springs/sq.m that are solid, stable and 
perfectly elastic, and to the Fisio Massage® system with 7 targeted support zones, Heritage can satisfy the comfort 
needs of all body types, maintaining perfect ergonomics and guaranteeing over time calibrated support and 
incomparable sleep well-being. The cover is made with refined hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively treated with 
Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES AND MyFORM 
MEMORy AIR®

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

HERITAGE

370
springs/sq.m 

TECHNOLOGY COVER

My Luxury 
Royal Quilting

FABRIC PADDING

Myform Memory Air®  

Polyester HCS microfibres
+

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

30
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
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LuxuryLINE
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twIn SyStem® SprIngS

The excellence of Dorelan innovation in a new pocket spring system based on dual SpIral SprIngS, each of which 
is comprised of a single steel wire that takes on the shape of two concentric spirals of different heights, one inside 
the other. To offer support that varies proportionally with the weight and to guarantee support that is always perfectly 
ergonomic, personalised and progressive, even for couples!

Very good comfort exceptional firmness Sturdy and strong

perfect ergonomics calibrated support Ideal elasticity

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Twin System® spring mattress

TwIN SySTEM® SPRING SySTEM wITH 720 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-
COATED STEEl wITH 1.5 MM wIRE

7 FISIO MASSAGE® TARGETED PROGRESSIvE SUPPORT ZONES

Upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam

Ergonomic box System with lateral support in high-density D-Foam 

My lUxURy ExTERNAl COvER wITH ROyAl QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

HybRID DUAl SOFT PADDING wITH HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES 200 G/SQ.M AND HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM MEMORy AIR® 
wITH DENSITy 55 kG/CU.M

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy IN SIlvER lINE MICROFIbRE

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Perfectly calibrated support

Incomparable comfort

 
Perfect ergonomics

Anatomic support

Excellent performance

Soft and precious comfort

Exceptional safety and quality

Pleasant comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety
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MILLENAIRE

30
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
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es

LuxuryLINE

My lUxURy COvER IN 
STRETCH FAbRIC

Entrust the sleep of your Guests to the invaluable Millenaire! The exclusive Twin System technology with its system 
of 720 pocket springs per sq.m provides high definition support, perfectly calibrated to body types even when 
sleeping as a couple, guaranteeing long-lasting ergonomic excellence thanks to the Fisio Massage® system with 7 
progressive targeted support zones. 

Thanks to the refined My Luxury cover featuring an elegant quilted design, Millenaire will provide a welcoming, soft 
embrace night after night.
The cover is made with refined hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively treated with Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol 
essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES AND MyFORM 
MEMORy AIR®

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

720
springs/sq.m 

TECHNOLOGY COVER

My Luxury 
Royal Quilting

FABRIC PADDING

Myform Memory Air® 

Polyester HCS microfibres

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

+
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d-foam

A high-quality technical foam, D-Foam made by Dorelan features an unequalled flexIbIlIty and will provide long-
lasting fIrm Support. Thanks to a density of 35 kg/sq.m it will maintain its shape perfectly while still being light and 
easy to move.  

firm support perfect flexibility Hygiene

long lasting elevated durability breathable

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

D-Foam mattress

blOCk OF D-FOAM wITH DENSITy OF 35 kG/CU.M

COMPACT ExTERNAl COvER wITH blADE QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC jACQUARD FAbRIC

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M 

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Elastic and long-lasting support

Comfortable

Design and practicality

Safety and quality
 
Pleasant comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety
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LIGHT

23
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
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es

SuperiorLINE

COMPACT COvER IN 
jACQUARD FAbRIC

Thanks to its D-Foam core with density of 35 kg/cu.m, Light provides firm support, perfect flexibility and durable 
performance, giving your Guests a perfect sleep night after night. 

The Compact cover in soft hypoallergenic Jacquard fabric ensures comfort that is always pleasant, and thanks 
to the band along the perimeter with Respiro micro-perforations the mattress provides perfect breathability and a 
sleeping climate that is ideal year round.

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

TECHNOLOGY

35 kg/cu.m
D-Foam 

COVER

Compact 
Blade Quilting

FABRIC

Hypoallergenic 
Jacquard

PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres
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myform extenSIon®

comfortable, ergonomIc and breatHable, Myform ® is a material capable of adhering perfectly to the entire 
surface of the body, thus providing suitable support for every body part and ensuring unparalleled comfort. In the 
innovative myform extenSIon® version with a density of 45 kg/cu.m, thanks to perfect elasticity the full mattress 
provides excellent ergonomics.

calibrated support perfect ergonomics long lasting

Very good comfort High safety Hygiene and breathability

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Mattress in Myform®

blOCk IN MyFORM ExTENSION® wITH DENSITy OF 45 kG/CU.M

COMPACT ExTERNAl COvER wITH blADE QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC jACQUARD FAbRIC

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Excellent support

Ideal elasticity

Design and practicality

Safety and quality

Pleasant comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety
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DELIGHT

23
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
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SuperiorLINE

COMPACT COvER IN 
jACQUARD FAbRIC

TECHNOLOGY

45 kg/cu.m
Myform®

COVER

Compact 
Blade Quilting

FABRIC

Hypoallergenic 
Jacquard

PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres

Comfortable, breathable and long lasting, thanks to the exclusive core in Myform Extension® with a density of 45 kg/
cu.m, Delight provides support that is perfectly calibrated to every body type, its molecular structure guaranteeing 
excellent ergonomics for every part of the body. 

Thanks to the Compact cover made of soft hypoallergenic Jacquard fabric, over time it will provide comfort that is 
always elastic and pleasant, giving your Guests maximum sleep comfort.

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND
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myform extenSIon®

comfortable, ergonomIc and breatHable, Myform ® is a material capable of adhering perfectly to the entire 
surface of the body, thus providing suitable support for every body part and ensuring unparalleled comfort. In the 
innovative myform extenSIon® version with a density of 45 kg/cu.m, thanks to perfect elasticity the full mattress 
provides excellent ergonomics.

calibrated support perfect ergonomics long lasting

Very good comfort High safety Hygiene and breathability

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Mattress in Myform®

blOCk IN MyFORM ExTENSION® wITH DENSITy OF 45 kG/CU.M

ESSENCE ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-PER-
FORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Excellent support

Ideal elasticity

Design and practicality

Exceptional safety and quality

Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety
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ELYSE

25
cm approx.

27
cm approx.

30
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
at

tre
ss

es

DeluxeLINE

ESSENCE COvER
IN STRETCH FAbRIC

TECHNOLOGY

45 kg/cu.m
Myform®

COVER

Essence
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres

The soft Essence coverin hypoallergenic Stretch fabric, beautiful and durable, ensures pleasing comfort and perfect 
safety thanks to the exclusive Fiberbugs® treatment made with Geraniol essential oils that block the infestation 
and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs, and includes a core in Myform Extension® with a density of 45 kg/sq.m, 
comfortable, breathable and perfectly elastic, capable of maintaining consistent performance over a long period of 
time. 

Elyse also guarantees excellent ergonomics for every part of the body, providing your Guests with a perfect sleep 
every night and a comfort that is always pleasant and precise.

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         
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tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Mattress in Myform®

blOCk IN MyFORM ExTENSION® wITH A DENSITy OF 45 kG/CU.M

COMFORT SUITE® ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING
SIlvER lINE FINISHING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS 

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Excellent support

Ideal elasticity

Soft and precious comfort

Exceptional safety and quality

Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety

comfortable, ergonomIc and breatHable, Myform ® is a material capable of adhering perfectly to the entire 
surface of the body, thus providing suitable support for every body part and ensuring unparalleled comfort. In the 
innovative myform extenSIon® version with a density of 45 kg/cu.m, thanks to perfect elasticity the full mattress 
provides excellent ergonomics.

calibrated support perfect ergonomics long lasting

Very good comfort High safety Hygiene and breathability

myform extenSIon®
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ELYSE CS

COMFORT SUITE® COvER IN 
STRETCH FAbRIC

TECHNOLOGY

45 kg/cu.m
Myform®

COVER

Comfort Suite® 
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres

Offer your Guests the perfect combination of ergonomic support and an exquisite feeling of comfort! Thanks to the 
invaluable comfort of its soft Comfort Suite® cover, this mattress guarantees long-lasting excellent comfort, night 
after night. 
The cover is made with refined hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively treated with Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol 
essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

The core in Myform Extension® with a density of 45 kg/cu.m also provides perfectly calibrated support for every 
body type, guaranteeing excellent ergonomics for well-being that is truly complete!

PADDING IN POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

26
cm approx.

28
cm approx.

31
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
at

tre
ss

es

DeluxeLINE
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comfortable, ergonomIc and breatHable, Myform ® is a material capable of adhering perfectly to the entire 
surface of the body, thus providing suitable support for every body part and ensuring unparalleled comfort. In the 
innovative myform extenSIon® version with a density of 45 kg/cu.m, thanks to perfect elasticity the full mattress 
provides excellent ergonomics.

calibrated support perfect ergonomics long lasting

Very good comfort High safety Hygiene and breathability

myform extenSIon®

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Mattress in Myform®

blOCk IN MyFORM ExTENSION® wITH DENSITy OF 45 kG/CU.M

ESSENCE MyFORM® ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM MEMORy AIR® PADDING wITH DENSITy OF 55 kG/CU.M

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Excellent support

Ideal elasticity

Elegant design and practicality

Exceptional safety and quality

Embracing softness

Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety
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PURE

25
cm approx.

27
cm approx.

30
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
at

tre
ss

es

SuiteLINE

Essence Myform®

Diamond Quilting
Myform Memory Air® / 

Polyester HCS microfibres
45-55 kg/cu.m

Myform®

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

ESSENCE MyFORM® COvER 
IN STRETCH FAbRIC

Thanks to its Myform Extension® core with a density of 45 kg/m, Pure is a mattress that is absolutely comfortable, 
breathable, perfectly elastic and maintains consistent long-term performance. 

The cover is made with refined hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively treated with Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol 
essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

It also guarantees excellent ergonomics for every part of the body thanks to the exclusive Essence Myform cover, 
and two different kinds of comfort, soft and embracing on one side, more dynamic and elastic on the other, to 
provide your Guests with maximum comfort in every season!

MyFORM MEMORy AIR® 
PADDING / POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

TECHNOLOGY COVER FABRIC PADDING

1 2
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tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Mattress in Myform®

blOCk IN MyFORM ExTENSION® wITH DENSITy OF 45 kG/CU.M

COMFORT SUITE® MyFORM® ExTERNAl COvER wITH 
DIAMOND QUIlTING AND SIlvER lINE FINISHING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC STRETCH FAbRIC wITH
PlANT-bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM MEMORy AIR® PADDING wITH DENSITy OF 55 kG/CU.M

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES - 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH RESPIRO MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR bREATHAbIlITy

Ergonomic system for moving the mattress with four side handles

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Excellent support

Ideal elasticity

Soft and precious comfort

Exceptional safety and quality

Embracing softness

Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Exceptional practicality

Maximum versatility

Total safety

comfortable, ergonomIc and breatHable, Myform ® is a material capable of adhering perfectly to the entire 
surface of the body, thus providing suitable support for every body part and ensuring unparalleled comfort. In the 
innovative myform extenSIon® version with a density of 45 kg/cu.m, thanks to perfect elasticity the full mattress 
provides excellent ergonomics.

calibrated support perfect ergonomics long lasting

Very good comfort High safety Hygiene and breathability

myform extenSIon®
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PURE CS

COMFORT SUITE® COvER 
MyFORM IN STRETCH FAbRIC

Offer your Guests the privilege of excellent comfort and rejuvenating well-being! 

Thanks to the Comfort Suite® Myform® cover, featuring an exceptionally soft layer of padding sewn to both surfaces, 
this mattress offers differentiated comfort, soft and embracing on one side, soft and dynamic on the other. 
The interior block in Myform Extension® with a density of 45 kg/cu.m makes Pure Comfort Suite® a mattress that is 
very comfortable, breathable and perfectly ergonomic.

The cover is made with refined hypoallergenic Stretch fabric exclusively treated with Fiberbugs®, made with Geraniol 
essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs.

MyFORM MEMORy AIR® 
PADDING / POlyESTER HCS 
MICROFIbRES

MICRO-PERFORATED 
RESPIRO bAND

TECHNOLOGY COVER

Myform® Comfort Suite®

Diamond Quilting

FABRIC PADDING

Myform Memory Air® / 
Polyester HCS microfibres

45-55 kg/cu.m
Myform®

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

26
cm approx.

28
cm approx.

31
cm approx.

HEIGHT

M
at
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SuiteLINE

1 2
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Comfort Suite: your mattresses' best friend. 

A product of the latest generation in bedding, the Comfort 
Suite has rapidly revolutionised the concept of the Bed 
System thanks to its undisputed ability to perfectly 
unite two single beds, transforming them into a double, 
intensifying the comfort of every mattress, protecting the 
Bed System from dust and dust-mites, and preserving 
its characteristics over the long term.
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COMFORT SUITE COLLECTION

Co
m

fo
rt

Su
ite

Light and practical, easy to position and clean, Dorelan 
Hotel Comfort Suites are made of cutting-edge 
technological materials, distinguished by the use of 
selected, high-quality soft padding materials.

Astonish even your most demanding Customers!

A five-star secret, for 

hospitality professionals.
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PRIME COMFORT SUITE®

DORELAN HOTEL | COMFORT SUITE | PRIME and POLI

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

COMFORT SUITE® FOR MATTRESSES

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES 
175 G/SQ.M 

COvER IN 100% POlyESTER MICROFIbRE FAbRIC

ExTERNAl COMFORT SUITE® COvER wITH SQUARE 
QUIlTING 

Elastic corner mattress anchoring system 

Machine washable at 95° 

Comfort and extra protection for every type of mattress 

Pleasant, safe comfort

Durable and breathable

Soft and elegant comfort

Practical convenience

Perfect hygiene and long lasting

The Prime Comfort Suite® topper was designed for those wanting to preserve the performance of mattresses in 
their hotel over the long term, combining maximum practicality, perfect hygiene and extra comfort for their Guests. 
Light, thin, machine washable and easy to position thanks to the elastic corner mattress anchoring system, Prime 
is a guarantee of exceptional functionality.

The padding in hypoallergenic polyester HCS microfibres 175 g/sq.m and the practical, durable cover in microfibre 
fabric offer pleasing, safe comfort and guarantee maximum breathability and perfect hygiene.

SuperiorLINE

HEIGHT

2
cm approx.

COVER

Comfort Suite® 
Square Quilting

FABRIC

Polyester 
Microfibre

PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres 
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POLI COMFORT SUITE®

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

COMFORT SUITE® FOR MATTRESSES

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER 
HCS MICROFIbRES 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam 

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

STRETCH FAbRIC COvER
HyPOAllERGENIC wITH PlANT-bASED
FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

COMFORT SUITE® ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING 
AND SIlvER lINE FINISHING

Elastic corner mattress anchoring system

Machine washable at 30°

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Comfort and extra protection for every type of mattress 

Pleasant, safe comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

Exceptional safety and quality

Soft and precious comfort

Practical convenience

Perfect hygiene and long lasting

Maximum versatility

Total safety

Practical, light, easy to position thanks to the elastic corners and machine washable at 30°, Poli Comfort Suite® is the 
perfect solution for protecting your Dorelan Hotel mattress, which will maintain long-lasting, consistent performance 
thanks to a barrier against humidity, dust, friction and wear. Poli Comfort Suite® will allow you to perfectly combine 
two single mattresses, eliminating the unpleasant feeling of a division down the middle, creating a comfortable 
double bed system.

Thanks to the elegant covering in hypoallergenic Stretch fabric treated exclusively with Fiberbugs®, made with 
Geraniol essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs, Poli Comfort Suite® offers 
long-lasting anatomic support and perfect hygiene while facilitating excellent sleep. The soft microfibre polyester 
padding also pleasantly increases the feeling of comfortable rest, providing each of your mattresses with excellent 
comfort.

Co
m

fo
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Su
ite

SuperiorLINE

HEIGHT

3
cm approx.

COVER

Comfort Suite® 
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres
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LAKE COMFORT SUITE®

DORELAN HOTEL | COMFORT SUITE | LAKE and RIVER

HEIGHT

3
cm approx.

COVER

Comfort Suite® 
Diamond Quilting

FABRIC

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

DeluxeLINE

wATERPROOF

Thanks to its refined cover in hypoallergenic Stretch fabric, with exclusive Fiberbugs® treatment containing Geraniol 
essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs, the Lake Comfort Suite® topper 
protects all your mattresses, guaranteeing perfect impermeability thanks to the lower layer of Safe fabric, a breathable 
yet impermeable barrier against liquids that fully protects the mattress.

The padding in polyester microfibre provides uniform comfort and perfect ergonomics, the external Comfort Suite® 
cover with Diamond Quilting guarantees long-lasting and elegant comfort, for a high-quality restful feeling in the 
safety of total hygiene, maintaining perfect stability thanks to the elastic corner anchoring system.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

COMFORT SUITE® FOR MATTRESSES

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS 
HCS MICROFIbRES 350 G/SQ.M

Anti-sinking quilted support in high-density D-Foam 

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

STRETCH FAbRIC COvER HyPOAllERGENIC wITH PlANT-
bASED FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

IMPERMEAblE AND bREATHAblE 
SAFE FAbRIC EDGED lATERAlly

COMFORT SUITE® ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING 
AND SIlvER lINE FINISHING

Elastic corner mattress anchoring system

Machine washable at 30°

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Comfort and extra protection for every type of mattress 

Pleasant comfort

Uniform comfort

long lasting

Exceptional safety and quality

keeps the product fresh and dry

Soft and precious comfort

Practical convenience

Perfect hygiene and long lasting

Maximum versatility

Total safety

PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres
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RIVER COMFORT SUITE®

HEIGHT

5
cm approx.

COVER

Comfort Suite® 
Square Quilting

FABRIC

Cotton
Twill

Co
m
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rt
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ite

SuiteLINE

Give your Guests an excellent sleep thanks to the embracing softness of polyester microfibre of the River Comfort 
Suite®, a topper that will enrich and intensify the comfort of every Dorelan Hotel mattress, offering superlative 
comfort.

The precious 800 g/sq.m padding, extremely soft and breathable, provides truly extraordinary sensations of comfort. 
The cotton Twill cover makes the topper fresh and always dry, and the external Comfort Suite® cover with Square 
Quilting provides excellent comfort and elegance. 

PADDING

Polyester 
HCS microfibres 

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

COMFORT SUITE® FOR MATTRESSES

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER  
HCS MICROFIbRES 800 G/SQ.M 

COvER IN 100% COTTON TwIll FAbRIC

ExTERNAl COMFORT SUITE® COvER wITH SQUARE 
QUIlTING 

Elastic corner mattress anchoring system 

Machine washable at 60° 

Comfort and extra protection for every type of mattress

Pleasant, safe comfort

Durable and breathable

Soft and elegant comfort

Practical convenience

Perfect hygiene and long lasting
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tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

COMFORT SUITE® FOR MATTRESSES

HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM MEMORy AIR® PADDING wITH 
DENSITy OF 55 kG/CU.M

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

STRETCH FAbRIC COvER 
HyPOAllERGENIC wITH PlANT-bASED
FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS

COMFORT SUITE® ExTERNAl COvER wITH DIAMOND QUIlTING 
AND SIlvER lINE FINISHING

Elastic corner mattress anchoring system 

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Comfort and extra protection for every type of mattress 

Great comfort, perfect ergonomics, safe for health

long lasting

Exceptional safety and quality

Soft and precious comfort

Practical convenience

Maximum versatility

Total safety

The Myform Memory Air® in the core of this topper is a material that combines the exceptional breathability of 
Myform Air® with the well-known thermo-variability with gradual recovery of Myform Memory®, to create a product 
that can provide excellent comfort to every Dorelan Hotel mattress, the elastic corners making it possible to 
perfectly combine two single mattresses to create a true double bed system.

Thanks to the elegant covering in hypoallergenic Stretch fabric treated exclusively with Fiberbugs® , made with 
Geraniol essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of bed bugs, Myform® Comfort Suite® offers long-
lasting ergonomic support and perfect sleep hygiene. 

MYFORM® COMFORT SUITE® 

DORELAN HOTEL | COMFORT SUITE | MYFORM® and ROYAL

HEIGHT

3
cm approx.

COVER

Comfort Suite® 
Diamond Quilting

FABRICPADDING

Myform 
Memory Air®

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Fiberbugs®         

DeluxeLINE
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tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

COMFORT SUITE® FOR MATTRESSES

HybRID DUAl SOFT PADDING IN MICROFIbRES 
MICROFIbRES 200 G/CU.M AND HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM 
MEMORy AIR® wITH DENSITy 55 kG/CU.M 

Protective nonwoven polyester fibre and resin protective cloth 

STRETCH FAbRIC COvER 
HyPOAllERGENIC wITH PlANT-bASED
FIbERbUGS® TREATMENT AGAINST bED bUGS 

My lUxURy ExTERNAl COvER wITH ROyAl QUIlTING AND 
SIlvER lINE FINISHING

Elastic corner mattress anchoring system 

Zips available on request to combine single articles

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Comfort and extra protection for every type of mattress 

Pleasant comfort

long lasting

Exceptional safety and quality

Soft and precious

Practical convenience

Maximum versatility

Total safety

Offer your Guests maximum elegance and comfort with this exclusive topper, its Myform® core guaranteeing perfect 
support for any body type, responding progressively and ergonomically to stimuli.

Thanks to the elegant covering in hypoallergenic Stretch fabric treated exclusively with Fiberbugs®, made with 
Geraniol essential oils that block the infestation and proliferation of dangerous bed bugs, Royal Comfort Suite® offers 
long-lasting anatomic support and perfect sleep hygiene. 

ROYAL COMFORT SUITE®

HEIGHT

5
cm approx.

COVER

My Luxury
Royal Quilting

FABRICPADDING

Myform Memory Air®

Polyester HCS microfibres
Hypoallergenic Stretch 

Fiberbugs®         

Co
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SuiteLINE
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MEMORY COMFORT SUITE®

DORELAN HOTEL | COMFORT SUITE | MEMORY and MYFORM HD® SuiteLINE

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

COMFORT SUITE® FOR MATTRESSES

HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM MEMORy AIR® PADDING 
wITH DENSITy 55 kG/CU.M 

HyPOAllERGENIC COvER IN DECOR STRETCH FAbRIC 

ExTERNAl COMPACT COvER FAbRIC ONly REMOvAblE 
wITH ZIP 

Cover machine washable at 30°

Comfort and extra protection for every type of mattress 

Comfort, ergonomics and perfect breathability

Refined quality and perfect safety

Elegant functionality

Perfect hygiene and long lasting

Offer your Guests impeccable comfort with Comfort Suite® Memory with a core of Myform Memory Air®, an exclusive 
material patented by Dorelan, extraordinarily comfortable, ergonomic and breathable.

The Decor hypoallergenic Stretch fabric cover expresses the most refined qualities of hygiene, breathability and 
health safety for your Guests. The Compact external cover can be completely removed and dry cleaned, making 
this model a jewel in both performance and functionality.

HEIGHT

3.5
cm approx.

COVER

Compact 
with removable cover

FABRICPADDING

Myform
Memory Air®

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Decor
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MYFORM HD® COMFORT SUITE® 

Co
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LuxuryLINE

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

COMFORT SUITE® FOR MATTRESSES

HyPOAllERGENIC MyFORM HD® PADDING wITH DENSITy 
85 kG/CU.M

HyPOAllERGENIC COvER IN DECOR STRETCH FAbRIC

ExTERNAl COMPACT COvER FAbRIC ONly REMOvAblE 
wITH ZIP

Cover machine washable at 30° 

Comfort and extra protection for every type of mattress 

Excellent comfort and perfect ergonomics for every 
body type

Refined quality and perfect safety

Elegant functionality

Perfect hygiene and long lasting

Offer your Guests truly sublime comfort with this exclusive topper with a Myform HD® core, which, thanks to its 
high density, guarantees excellent ergonomics for any body type, supporting the body in a perfectly balanced and 
targeted manner, perfectly following the shape of the body. 

The Decor hypoallergenic Stretch fabric cover expresses the most refined qualities of hygiene, breathability and 
health safety for your Guests. The Compact external cover can be completely removed and dry cleaned, making 
this topper a jewel in both performance and functionality.

HEIGHT

3.5
cm approx.

COVER

Comfort 
with removable cover

FABRICPADDING

Myform HD®

Hypoallergenic Stretch 
Decor
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GREEM COMFORT SUITE®

DORELAN HOTEL | COMFORT SUITE | GREEM and JOY

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

COMFORT SUITE® FOR MATTRESSES

DOwN PADDING (80% FEATHERS AND 20% DOwN) 
560 G/SQ.M

COvER IN 100% COTTON TwIll FAbRIC

ExTERNAl COMFORT SUITE® COvER wITH SQUARE 
QUIlTING

Elastic corner mattress anchoring system 

Machine washable at 30° 

CERTIFIED NOMITE® HyPOAllERGENIC AND ANTI DUST-MITE

Comfort and extra protection for every type of mattress 

Extraordinary softness and breathability, natural 
ergonomics

Fresh, durable, comfortable and dry

Soft and elegant comfort

Practical convenience

Perfect hygiene and long lasting

The safety of a perfectly healthy sleep

Give your Guests the privilege of sleeping on down! Thanks to its precious down filling with 560 g/sq.m, the Greem 
Comfort Suite® topper provides extraordinarily soft comfort, totally natural ergonomics and high levels of breathability 
and hygiene.

The external cover of the Comfort Suite® with Square Quilting provides excellent comfort, adding a touch of elegance. 
The covering in cotton Twill fabric is fresh, durable and extraordinarily dry, for a sleep that is absolutely comfortable. 
Machine washable at 30° and easy to fit thanks to the elastic corners, this topper is practical and durable.

SuiteLINE

HEIGHT

3
cm approx.

COVER

Comfort Suite® 
Square Quilting

FABRIC

Cotton 
Twill

PADDING

 
Down
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JOY COMFORT SUITE®  

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

COMFORT SUITE® FOR MATTRESSES

HIGH-QUAlITy DOwN PADDING (90% DOwN AND 10% FEATHERS) 
800 G/SQ.M 

COvER IN 100% COTTON TwIll FAbRIC 

ExTERNAl COMFORT SUITE® COvER wITH SQUARE 
QUIlTING

Elastic corner mattress anchoring system

Machine washable at 30°

CERTIFIED NOMITE® HyPOAllERGENIC AND ANTI DUST-MITE

Comfort and extra protection for every type of mattress

Excellent comfort and breathability, impeccable 
sleeping comfort

Fresh, durable, comfortable and dry

Soft and elegant comfort

Practical convenience

Perfect hygiene and long lasting

The safety of a perfectly healthy sleep

Give your Guests an excellent sleep thanks to the embracing softness of real down of the Joy Comfort Suite®, 
a topper that will enrich and intensify the comfort of every Dorelan Hotel mattress, with a sublime embrace and 
excellent comfort.

The precious 800 g/sq.m high-quality down padding, extremely soft and breathable, provides truly extraordinary 
sensations of comfort. Joy Comfort Suite® is certified Nomite®, therefore hypoallergenic and anti dust-mite, for a 
perfectly healthy sleep. The cotton Twill covering makes the topper fresh and always dry, and the external Comfort 
Suite® cover with Square Quilting provides excellent comfort and elegance.
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LuxuryLINE

HEIGHT

5
cm approx.

COVER

Comfort Suite® 
Square Quilting

FABRIC

Cotton
Twill

PADDING

Down
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DORELAN HOTEL | PILLOWS

Surround your Guests every day accompanying 
them to pure comfort. 

The natural complement to the mattress, the pillow is 
the crown jewel of the exclusive Dorelan bed system, 
the most precious accessory for enhancing the pleasure 
of your Guests' sleep.

The Dorelan Hotel Pillow collection includes a wide 
range of products in different materials and shapes to
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DORELAN HOTEL | PILLOWS

PILLOW COLLECTION

satisfy even the most demanding tastes when it comes 
to comfort. 

Myform HD® pillows made with Myform Memory Air®, 
Myform Air®, polyester fibres, microfibre and luxurious 
down, all made using selected raw materials and 
innovative technologies to guarantee perfect hygiene, 
absolutely necessary in a hotel.

The pillow: indispensable 

and precious detail for the 

well-being of your Guests.

Pi
llo

w
s
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GWEN

DORELAN HOTEL | PILLOWS | GWEN, FEEL, GOOD and OXYGEN SuperiorLINE

Pillow in Polyester 
Microfibres

Available in the following sizes:
► 50 X 90 cm ► 50 X 80 cm ► 45 X 75 cm
► 50 X 70 cm ► 45 X 70 cm ► 65 X 65 cm 
► 50 X 50 cm ► 45 X 40 cm ► 30 X 30 cm
► 40 X 40 cm  

Available in the following sizes:
► 50 X 90 cm ► 50 X 80 cm ► 45 X 75 cm
► 50 X 70 cm ► 45 X 70 cm ► 65 X 65 cm 
► 50 X 50 cm ► 45 X 40 cm ► 30 X 30 cm
► 40 X 40 cm  

The safety of comfort without compromise

Quality and maximum practicality

Oval shape

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER 
HCS MICROFIbRES  

COvER IN COTTON SATIN FAbRIC 

Machine washable at 30°

Perfect support in any sleep position

Provides a perfectly elastic response

Silky, comfortable and dry in every season

Guarantee of hygiene and perfect maintenance

Oval shape

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC FlAME RETARDANT 
POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES 

COvERING IN FlAME RETARDANT POlyESTER 
FAbRIC

Machine washable at 30°

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Perfect support in any sleep position

Hypoallergenic and extremely durable, it provides a 
perfectly elastic response

Hygienic and long lasting

Guarantee of hygiene and perfect maintenance

Fireproof

DeluxeLINE

FEEL
Pillow in FR 
Polyester Microfibres
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GOOD
Pillow in MR Polyester 

Microfibre

DORELAN HOTEL | PILLOWS | GWEN, FEEL, GOOD and OXYGEN SuiteLINE

Available in the following sizes:
► 50 X 90 cm ► 50 X 80 cm ► 45 X 75 cm
► 50 X 70 cm ► 45 X 70 cm ► 65 X 65 cm 
► 50 X 50 cm ► 45 X 40 cm ► 30 X 30 cm

► 40 X 40 cm  

Available in the following size:
► 40 X 70 cm  

All the well-being of Dorelan comfort 

The gift of dreamy comfort

Oval shape

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC MR POlyESTER 
MICROFIbRES wITH DOwN EFFECT  

COvER IN POlyESTER MICROFIbRE FAbRIC 

Machine washable at 30°

Anatomic support in any sleep position

Ergonomic, anatomic and breathable, for a soft comfort

Soft, hygienic, durable

Guaranteed perfect hygiene and durability

Oval shape

PADDING IN MyFORM AIR® wITH DENSITy OF 45 kG/CU.M 

COTTON FAbRIC COvER 

Machine washable at 30°

Anatomic support in any sleep position

Excellent breathability and perfect elasticity for proper 
support of the neck area

Fresh, comfortable and dry in every season

Guaranteed perfect hygiene and durability

DeluxeLINE

Myform Air® Pillow 

OXYGEN

13
cm approx.

Pi
llo

w
s

Height
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11.5
cm approx.

9.5
cm approx.

SHADOW
Myform Air® Pillow 

DORELAN HOTEL | PILLOWS | SHADOW, SENSE, BALANCE, and FLAIR HD

Available in the following size:
► 40 X 68 cm  

DeluxeLINE

For a fully rejuvenating sleep

Orthocervical shape

PADDING IN MyFORM AIR® wITH DENSITy OF 45 kG/CU.M 

COTTON FAbRIC COvER

Machine washable at 30°

Precise support and perfectly anatomic

Excellent breathability and perfect elasticity for proper 
support of the neck area

Fresh, comfortable and dry in every season

Guaranteed perfect hygiene and durability

SENSE

SuiteLINE

13
cm approx.

Pillow in Myform
Memory Air® 

The pleasure of prestigious comfort

Oval shape

PADDING IN MyFORM MEMORy AIR® wITH DENSITy OF 55 
kG/CU.M 

COTTON FAbRIC COvER 

Machine washable at 30°

Anatomic support in any sleep position

High comfort and perfect ergonomics for the head, 
the neck area, and the shoulders

Fresh, comfortable and dry in every season

Guaranteed perfect hygiene and durability

Available in the following size:
► 40 X 70 cm  

Height

Height
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DORELAN HOTEL | PILLOWS | SHADOW, SENSE, BALANCE, and FLAIR HD

BALANCE
Pillow in Myform

Memory Air® 

11.5
cm approx.

9.5
cm approx.

Available in the following size:
► 40 X 68 cm  

SuiteLINE

For nights of pure well-being

Orthocervical shape

PADDING IN MyFORM MEMORy AIR® wITH DENSITy OF 
 55 kG/CU.M 

COTTON FAbRIC COvER 

Machine washable at 30°

Precise support and perfectly anatomic

High comfort and perfect ergonomics for the head, 
the neck area, and the shoulders

Fresh, comfortable and dry in every season

Guaranteed perfect hygiene and durability

Pi
llo

w
s

FLAIR HD

LuxuryLINE

The privilege of classy sleep

Pillow in Myform HD® 

13
cm approx.

Oval shape

PADDING IN MyFORM HD® wITH DENSITy OF 85 kG/CU.M

COTTON FAbRIC COvER 

Machine washable at 30°

Anatomic support in any sleep position

Excellent comfort and perfect ergonomics for the neck 
area

Fresh, comfortable and dry in every season

Guaranteed perfect hygiene and durability

Available in the following size:
► 40 X 70 cm  

Height

Height
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DORELAN HOTEL | PILLOWS | SWAN HD, PLUME, FLOW, and LEEV

Available in the following size:
► 40 X 68 cm  

LuxuryLINE

SWAN HD
Pillow in Myform HD® 

11.5
cm approx.

9.5
cm approx.

The luxury of unforgettable comfort

Orthocervical shape

PADDING IN MyFORM HD® wITH DENSITy OF 85 kG/CU.M 

COTTON FAbRIC COvER 

Machine washable at 30°

Precise support and perfectly anatomic

Excellent comfort and perfect ergonomics for the neck 
area

Fresh, comfortable and dry in every season

Guaranteed perfect hygiene and durability

Oval shape

PADDING IN 100% MIxED DOwN

COvER IN COTTON GAbARDINE FAbRIC

Machine washable at 30°

Anatomic support in any sleep position

Elasticity, softness and breathability for a comfortable 
rest

Elegant and durable

Guaranteed perfect hygiene and durability

The privilege of dreaming in down

PLUME
Down Pillow 

Available in the following sizes:
► 50 X 80 cm  ► 45 X 75 cm  

DeluxeLINE

Height
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DORELAN HOTEL | PILLOWS | SWAN HD, PLUME, FLOW, and LEEV

FLOW
Down Pillow 

Available in the following sizes:
► 50 X 80 cm  ► 45 X 75 cm  

Pi
llo

w
s

SuiteLINE

The quality of the best down

Oval shape

PADDING IN 80% FEATHERS AND 20% DOwN

COTTON FAbRIC COvER 

Machine washable at 30°

Soft, anatomical support

Extraordinary softness, comfort and breathability for 
ergonomics that are completely natural

Safe, comfortable and dry

Guaranteed perfect hygiene and durability

The delicateness of a precious caress

Oval shape

INTERNAl PADDING IN 100% FEATHERS + ExTERNAl 
PADDING IN 90% DOwN AND 10% FEATHERS

COvER IN COTTON CAMbRIC FAbRIC 

Machine washable at 30°

Soft, anatomical support

Perfect support, soft comfort and 
extraordinary comfort

Elegant and durable

Guaranteed perfect hygiene and durability

Available in the following size:
► 50 X 80 cm  

Down Pillow

LEEV

LuxuryLINE
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DORELAN HOTEL | BABY

Good sleep starts at a young age! 

Did you know that mattresses for children have specific 
requirements? Paediatricians have developed some valid 
guidelines around the world that identify manufacturing 
processes, structures and materials that are suitable for 
children.

This is why Dorelan Hotel includes in its range of 
mattresses products specifically designed for your 
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DORELAN HOTEL | BABY

BABY COLLECTION  

Ba
by

youngest Guests, to provide children with the same level 
of care and attention as dedicated to adults.

A mattress designed to meed the specific requirements 
of a growing body, and a safe, comfortable pillow will 
make it possible for both children and parents to sleep 
easily. The parents will surely appreciate this impeccable 
gesture of hospitality.

A caress for the children, 

to pleasantly surprise mum

and dad.
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Cherish the sleep of your Youngest Guests with a mattress designed to meet their specific needs, durable and long-
lasting, maintaining performance over time, night after night.

Distinguished by its impeccable ergonomics, the Delight Baby mattress is made of Myform®, a thermo-variable 
material that adapts perfectly to the shape of the body, breathable, ergonomic and patented.

The Compact cover with Blade Quilting provides pleasant comfort, caressing every lullaby. Embraced so sweetly 
and supported to perfection, children will peacefully fall asleep and sleep all night. Certified flame retardant Class 
1IM, and made with hypoallergenic padding and cover, Delight Baby guarantees maximum reliability for a safe, 
protected sleep.

DELIGHT BABY

DORELAN HOTEL | BABY | DELIGHT and BREATH

15
cm approx.

HEIGHT

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Mattress in Myform® 

blOCk IN MyFORM ExTENSION® wITH DENSITy OF 45 kG/CU.M

COMPACT ExTERNAl COvER wITH blADE QUIlTING

COvERING IN HyPOAllERGENIC jACQUARD FAbRIC

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER 
HCS MICROFIbRES 350 G/SQ.M

Protective nonwoven resin and polyester fibre cloth

PADDED DORElAN bAND AlONG THE PERIMETER wITH MICRO-
PERFORATIONS FOR HIGH bREATHAbIlITy: RESPIRO 

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

Safe for newborns and toddlers younger than 36 months

Ideal elasticity

Design and practicality

Safety and quality

Pleasant comfort

long lasting

breathability and hygiene

Total safety
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Breath Baby is the pillow developed specifically for children, able to guarantee all the safety and comfort of a product 
designed for their little-big requirements.

Padded with polyurethane foam with Respiro regularly spaced micro-perforations, Breath Baby is a pillow for cradles 
that is fully breathable, hypoallergenic and safe.

It is covered with cotton fabric that is machine washable at 30° to ensure long-lasting hygiene, ideal for delicate, 
small Guests.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

CRADlE PIllOw 

PADDING IN TECHNICAl D-FORM wITH RESPIRO REGUlARly 
SPACED MICRO-PERFORATIONS 

COvER IN 100% COTTON FAbRIC

Machine washable at 30°

Specifically designed for children, safe and reliable

Comfortable and highly breathable

Fresh, comfortable and dry in every season

Guaranteed perfect hygiene and durability

DORELAN HOTEL | BABY | DELIGHT and BREATH

BREATH BABY

Ba
by
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DORELAN HOTEL | ACCESSORIES

A perfect selection for protecting your 

Dorelan Hotel products. 

Dorelan Hotel mattresses and pillows are capable of 
maintaining their excellent characteristics, truly precious 
for your Guests' sleep.

To protect their extraordinary qualities and make their 
performance last even longer, Dorelan Hotel offers a
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DORELAN HOTEL | ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORY COLLECTION

Ac
ce

ss
or

ie
s

wide selection of Mattress and Pillow Cases. 

Hygienic, durable and capable of providing an invisible 
barrier against parasites, Dorelan Hotel accessories 
guarantee long-lasting protection for your products.

Invisible care. 

Details that make 

a difference.
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VEL
Pillowcase 
with zip

DORELAN HOTEL | ACCESSORIES | VEL, EMME, SALUS, and SOFT

100
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

SuperiorLINE

The luxury of purely natural materials

EMME
Mattress slipcover 
with elastic corners 

Pillowcase 
with zip

COTTON FAbRIC

Composition: 100% cotton

Machine washable at 30°

Fresh and breathable

Completely natural

Hygienic and long lasting

SuperiorLINE

100% natural practicality

190
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

SANFORISED COTTON FAbRIC

Composition: 100% hard cotton

Machine washable at 60°

Fresh and breathable

Completely natural

Hygienic and long lasting
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DORELAN HOTEL | ACCESSORIES | VEL, EMME, SALUS, and SOFT

Mattress slipcover 
with elastic corners 

Pillowcase 
with zip

255
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

DeluxeLINE

SALUS

Hypoallergenic, impermeable, safe rest

wATERPROOF SANFORISED 
COTTON FAbRIC wITH POlyURETHANE COATING

Composition: 62% cotton 38% polyurethane

Machine washable at 95°

FIbERbACT® ANTIbACTERIAl TREATMENT

Fresh and breathable

Soft and comfortable

Practical e durable

Anti dust-mite and antibacterial

SOFT
Mattress slipcover

with elastic corners 

Pillowcase 
with zip

SuiteLINE

Ac
ce

ss
or

ie
s

Softness and practicality with full comfort

QUIlTED COTTON FAbRIC

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER 
HCS MICROFIbRES

Cloth support: 60% cotton 40% polyester

Ghost Quilting

Machine washable at 30°

260
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

Fresh and breathable

Soft and comfortable

Practical e durable

Elegant design

Hygienic and long lasting
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DORELAN HOTEL | ACCESSORIES | NATURLIFE, FIBERSAN, BLOW, and SPONGE

NATURLIFE
Mattress slipcover 
with elastic corners 

Pillowcase 
with zip

LuxuryLINE

380
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

LuxuryLINE

All the natural characteristics of cotton

ElASTICISED FAbRIC IN vISCOSE, POlyESTER AND 
COTTON

Composition: 40% polyester 30% cotton 30% viscose

Machine washable at 30°

Natural, breathable, and elastic

Soft and durable

Hygienic and long lasting

FIBERSAN
Mattress slipcover 
with elastic corners 

Pillowcase 
with zip

400
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

The certainty of hypoallergenic sleep

ElASTICISED FAbRIC IN vISCOSE AND POlyESTER 
FIbRE

Composition: 63% cotton 37% viscose

Machine washable at 30°

FIbERSAN® TREATMENT AGAINST DUST-MITES wITH 
ESSENTIAl OIlS OF lEMON, lAvENDER, AND EUCAlyPTUS

breathable and elasticised

Soft and durable

Hygienic and long lasting

Anti dust-mite
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DORELAN HOTEL | ACCESSORIES | NATURLIFE, FIBERSAN, BLOW, and SPONGE

BLOW
Mattress slipcover

with elastic corners

SuperiorLINE

210
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

Ac
ce

ss
or

ie
s

SuperiorLINE

The gift of dreamy comfort

ElASTICISED COTTON SPONGE FAbRIC 

Composition: 80% cotton 20% polyester

Machine washable at 60°

Soft and breathable

Soft and durable

Hygienic and long lasting

SPONGE
Mattress slipcover 

with elastic corners

Pillowcase 
with zip

260
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

The soft freshness of cotton sponge

COTTON SPONGE FAbRIC

Composition: 100% cotton

Machine washable at 60°

Fresh and breathable

Completely natural

Hygienic and long lasting
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INNOVA
Mattress slipcover 
with elastic corners 

Pillowcase 
with zip

DORELAN HOTEL | ACCESSORIES | INNOVA, QUILT, TRE, and CLEAN

285
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

DeluxeLINE

Total hygiene

ElASTICISED wATERPROOF SPONGE FAbRIC IN 
COTTON, POlyESTER, AND POlyURETHANE COATING 

Composition: 65% polyester and cotton 35% polyurethane

Machine washable at 95°

FIbERbACT® ANTIbACTERIAl TREATMENT 

waterproof, fresh, and breathable

Soft and durable

Hygienic and long lasting

Anti dust-mite and antibacterial

SuiteLINE

For a fresh, dry sleep

QUILT
Mattress slipcover 
with elastic corners 

QUIlTED SPONGE FAbRIC 

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER 
HCS MICROFIbRES

Cloth support: 60% cotton 40% polyester

Ghost Quilting

Machine washable at 40°

500
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

Fresh and dry

Soft and comfortable

Soft and breathable

Elegant design

Hygienic and long lasting
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TRE
Mattress slipcover 

with elastic corners 

Pillowcase 
with zip

DORELAN HOTEL | ACCESSORIES | INNOVA, QUILT, TRE, and CLEAN

185
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

SuperiorLINE

Perfect protection

FlAME RETARDANT POlyESTER FAbRIC

Composition: 100% FR polyester

Machine washable at 60°

CERTIFIED ClASS 1 FlAME RETARDANT

Soft and breathable

Highly durable

Hygienic and long lasting

Fireproof

Ac
ce

ss
or
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s

DeluxeLINE

Sleep in complete safety

Mattress slipcover 
with elastic corners 

CLEAN

120
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

ElASTICISED wATERPROOF FAbRIC 
IN POlyESTER wITH POlyURETHANE COATING  

Composition: 42% polyester 58% polyurethane

Machine washable at 95°

FIbERbACT® ANTIbACTERIAl TREATMENT 

Anti-static, waterproof, and breathable

Soft and durable

Hygienic and long lasting

Anti dust-mite and antibacterial
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DORELAN HOTEL | ACCESSORIES | LIFE, CONTROL, and BUGS OUT DeluxeLINE

LIFE
Mattress slipcover 
with elastic corners 

190
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

Added safety

COTTON SPONGE FAbRIC

Composition: 100% cotton

Machine washable at 60°

Fresh and breathable

Completely natural

Hygienic and long lasting

Perfectly resistant to water and fire

ElASTICISED wATERPROOF FAbRIC 
IN POlyESTER AND FlAME RETARDANT 
POlyURETHANE COATING

Composition: 45% FR polyester 55% FR polyurethane

Machine washable at 95°

FIbERbACT® ANTIbACTERIAl TREATMENT 

CERTIFIED ClASS 1 FlAME RETARDANT

Anti-static, waterproof, and breathable

Soft and comfortable

Hygienic and long lasting

Anti dust-mite and antibacterial

Fireproof

CONTROL
Mattress overlay 

440
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight
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DORELAN HOTEL | ACCESSORIES | LIFE, CONTROL, and BUGS OUT

BUGS OUT
Full mattress cover 

with L zip 

Pillowcase 
with zip

Ac
ce

ss
or

ie
s

120
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

> Infestation by Cimex Lectularius

> The solution: prevent the problem naturally

> Safety and comfort

Dorelan Hotel is always attentive to the needs of hotels. For this reason, today it offers a definitive 
solution for a common problem: Infestations by Cimex Lectularius, better known as Bed Bugs.

The Bugs Out cover creates a totally impenetrable barrier against all parasites, avoiding their 
infestation and proliferation in the mattress. A technical solution that makes it possible to prevent the 
problem without having to resort to emergency methods when an infestation is already present. 

Bugs Out is an effective solution for protecting your mattresses. In fact, this type of cover creates a natural barrier 
against parasites thanks to materials and technologies used in its design and manufacture.

The hotel owner will also be able to sleep easily knowing that the mattresses are protected against "unwanted 
guests".

Breathable and waterproof, the Bugs Out cover makes it possible to completely protect the mattress, 
ensuring a longer life for the product and offering Guests at the hotel the chance of fully enjoying the 
extraordinary characteristics of Dorelan Hotel mattresses without sacrificing comfortable, safe sleep, 
protected from all parasites.

A perfect barrier against parasites

ElASTICISED wATERPROOF FAbRIC 
IN POlyESTER wITH POlyURETHANE COATING 

Composition: 42% polyester 58% polyurethane

Machine washable at 95° 

FIbERbACT® ANTIbACTERIAl TREATMENT

IMPENETRAblE bARRIER AGAINST 
bED bUGS (CIMEx lECTUlARIUS)

Anti-static, waterproof, and breathable 

Soft and durable

Hygienic and long lasting 

Anti dust-mite and antibacterial 

A sure and long-lasting barrier against parasites
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DORELAN HOTEL | COVERS AND DUVETS

Embracing caresses for unforgettable nights. 

The comfort of a high-level bed system cannot be 
complete without the exclusive excellence of top-quality 
duvets and covers.

For this reason, Dorelan Hotel offers a complete, refined 
collection of true jewels for an enveloping, soft sleep.
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DORELAN HOTEL | COVERS AND DUVETS

COVER AND DUVET
COLLECTION

Embrace the sleep of each of your Guests with the 
delicate softness and warm cosiness of a selection of 
soft duvets and warm covers made with completely safe, 
quality materials, designed with great attention to every 
tailored detail to last long and to provide total comfort 
night after night.

Tuck in your 

Guests!

Co
ve

rs
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nd
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ve
ts
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DORELAN HOTEL | COVERS AND DUVETS| MYO LIGHT, MYO CLASSIC, GEO LIGHT, and GEO CLASSIC

MYO LIGHT
Quilted duvet 
with polyester microfibres

SuperiorLINE

A touch of enveloping softness

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER 
HCS MICROFIbRES 175 G/SQ.M

COvER IN SOFT POlyESTER MICROFIbRE FAbRIC 70 G/SQ.M

Machine washable at 95°

Soft, light, and durable

Durable and breathable 

Hygienic and long lasting
  

MYO CLASSIC
Quilted duvet
with polyester microfibres

DeluxeLINE

Unequalled practicality, durability and softness

PADDING IN HyPOAllERGENIC POlyESTER HCS MICROFIbRES 
360 G/SQ.M 

COvER IN SOFT POlyESTER MICROFIbRE FAbRIC 70 G/SQ.M

Machine washable at 95° 

Soft, warm and durable

Durable and breathable 

Hygienic and long lasting
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DORELAN HOTEL | COVERS AND DUVETS| MYO LIGHT, MYO CLASSIC, GEO LIGHT, and GEO CLASSIC

Co
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SuiteLINE

For a warm embrace of pure softness

Quilted duvet
with down

GEO LIGHT

DOwN PADDING (90% DOwN AND 10% FEATHERS) 90 G/SQ.M

COvER IN COTTON CAMbRIC FAbRIC 116 G/SQ.M

Machine washable at 40°  

CERTIFIED NOMITE® HyPOAllERGENIC AND ANTI DUST-MITE 

Soft, light, enveloping

High quality, natural, fresh and dry 

Hygienic and practical 

Certified safety

GEO CLASSIC
Quilted duvet

with down

LuxuryLINE

Precious delicateness, intense softness

DOwN PADDING (90% DOwN AND 10% FEATHERS) 185 G/SQ.M 

COvER IN COTTON CAMbRIC FAbRIC 116 G/SQ.M

Machine washable at 40°   

CERTIFIED NOMITE® HyPOAllERGENIC AND ANTI DUST-MITE

Extra soft, embracing, intensely pleasant

High quality, natural, fresh and dry

Hygienic and practical

Certified safety 
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FIRE
Fire retardant cover 
with fire retardant tape finish

DORELAN HOTEL | COVERS AND DUVETS | FIRE and REVER SuperiorLINE

Envelope yourself in safety and comfort

REVER
Cover 
with velvet tape finish

COMPOSITION: 60% wOOl 40% MODACRylIC

DUPlEx ANTI-PIllING AND TAPE FINISH FIRE RETARDANT PROCESS 

Colours: Cream and Camel 

Machine washable at 30°

CERTIFIED ClASS 1 FlAME RETARDANT

Comfortable and warm

long-lasting beauty

Personalised style

Hygienic and durable

Certified safety 

COLOUR TABLE

02 
cream

07 
caramel

DeluxeLINE

350
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

500
g/sq.m  
approx.

Weight

COLOUR TABLE

02 
cream

06 
hazelnut

03 
beige

07 
caramel

09 
tobacco

28 
military blue

25 
sage green

30 
blue

The timeless comfort of wool

COMPOSITION: 50% wOOl 50% ACRylIC 

jACQUARD wORkMANSHIP AND vElvET EDGING 

Colours: Cream, beige, Hazelnut, Camel, Tobacco, Sage Green, Military 
blue and blue  

Machine washable at 30°

Comfortable and warm

Attentive design 

Personalised style

Hygienic and durable
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DORELAN HOTEL | COVERS AND DUVETS | FIRE and REVER
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DORELAN HOTEL | CASES

Protect the excellence to lengthen its life.

The Dorelan Hotel line is the result of years of experience 
with bedding for high-end hotels, developed to respond 
to - and often anticipate - the most exacting demands of 
the business.

Thus was born the Case collection, developed to 
quickly and efficiently respond to the need for storing 
and protecting Dorelan Hotel products in the best way
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possible: Comfort Suites®, duvets and pillows, precious 
allies for the good sleep of your Guests, should be 
protected with care against dust and germs, keeping 
them intact over time.

Thanks to the Case Collection, your precious accessories 
will be ready and available with elegance and cleanliness, 
preserved in all their freshness and hygiene!

DORELAN HOTEL | CASES

CASE COLLECTION

Class and elegance

in every detail.

Ca
se

s
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DORELAN HOTEL | CASES | TOP CASE, PILLOW CASE & DOWN CASE

TOP CASE

Protect the precious Comfort Suites® of your Dorelan Hotel mattresses with Top Case, the case studied specifically 
for their storage, maintaining them in good condition and occupying the least amount of space possible. The 
protective cloth cover in resin and nonwoven polyester fibre fabric makes it possible to protect your Comfort Suite® 
against dust, dust-mites and humidity, keeping them in perfect hygienic conditions.

Where do you put pillows when you don't need them, making sure they stay fresh, dry and clean? Dorelan answers 
this question with Pillow Case, the storage case for pillows lined with a protective nonwoven cloth made of resin and 
polyester fibre. Equipped with zip and handles, it is easy to manage, making it possible to protect the pillows against 
dust, dust-mites, allergens and humidity. Your pillows will last longer and will be available whenever you need them, 
always fresh, dry, hygienic and safe.
 

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Dorelan Comfort Suite® Case

COvER IN PROTECTIvE NONwOvEN RESIN AND POlyESTER FIbRE ClOTH

Equipped with lace closure

Dorelan Pillow Storage Case 

COvER IN PROTECTIvE NONwOvEN RESIN AND POlyESTER FIbRE ClOTH

Equipped with zip closure and handles 

PILLOW CASE
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DORELAN HOTEL | CASES | TOP CASE, PILLOW CASE & DOWN CASE

DOWN CASE

The practical Down Case is designed specifically to store your Dorelan Hotel duvets, saving space and keeping 
them in good condition, protecting them against dust, dust-mites, bacteria and humidity for entire seasons at a time. 
Covered in resin and nonwoven polyester fibre fabric, and equipped with a zip closure and handles, they protect the 
pillows, maintaining their hygiene and freshness, and keeping them clean.

Ca
se

s

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Dorelan Duvet Case

COvER IN PROTECTIvE NONwOvEN RESIN AND POlyESTER FIbRE ClOTH

Equipped with zip closure and handles
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Technology and design for the well-being of your 

Guests. 

Dorelan Hotel presents a collection of exclusive sommier 
that combine robustness and functionality with current 
design trends, to satisfy the specific requirements of 
high-end hotels.

Made with prestigious materials and designed to be 
mixed and matched, Dorelan Hotel sommier are designed 
with maximum attention to details and with innovative

DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER
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technological solutions, to offer perfect support for 
every type of mattress, contributing to their comfort and 
durability over time. 

The innovative Respiro ventilation system, an exclusive 
Dorelan patent, ensures optimal internal ventilation, 
indispensable for maintaining perfect hygiene within the 
bed system.

To offer comfort, elegance 

and sophistication in every 

room of your hotel.

DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER

SOMMIER COLLECTION

So
m

m
ie

r
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | FIRST

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

rIgId top

The rigid top of the First sommier is made of a solid Slat Structure in fir wood, regularly spaced with the Respiro 
system for the proper breathability of the bed system, combined with a highly durable lateral load-bearing structure 
made completely of solid fir wood. Thanks to this composition, the sommier provides proper Support and 
SolIdIty that lasts over time. 

firm support anatomic support long-lasting durability

RIGID TOP SOMMIER wITH FIR SlATS 

REGUlARly SPACED RESPIRO SySTEM FOR FUll vENTIlATION  

UPPER ANATOMIC SUPPORT lAyER IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

lateral load-bearing structure in fir wood 

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

Central part of the top in padded velvet 

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO 

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 21 CM 

System for attaching Fir block feet with corner element in fir plywood

Feet and unidirectional wheels H 12 cm in shiny black PvC 

PROTECTIvE NO DUST bOTTOM lINING wITH vElCRO

Total height from floor: 33 cm

join bed hooks for single sommier

Central support foot starting from 180 x 200 version

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

33
cm  

approx.
21
cm  

approx.

12
cm  

approx.
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | FIRST

COvER wITH vElCRO AND 
FAbRIC FlOUNCED vAlANCE

TECHNOLOGY

Firm 
top

FRAME HEIGHT

21
cm approx.

FOOT HEIGHT

12
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

33
cm approx. 

Solid and long-lasting, First is a sommier with rigid top made of precious and durable fir slats in a solid wood frame 
with reinforced attachments for feet and wheels. The elegant 21 cm side panel can be personalised with a fixed 
cover in faux leather or a removable one with Velcro.

Thanks to the Respiro system that ensures the perfect ventilation of the whole bed system and the lower protective 
No Dust lining, the First sommier guarantees long-lasting, total safety and hygiene.

TAUT FAbRIC COvER wITH 
vElCRO

COvER wITH vElCRO AND 
FAbRIC PlATFORM vAlANCE

FIRST

perSonalISe your fIrSt SommIer wItH remoVable coVer and Velcro wItH:

21
cm approx.

HEIGHT

So
m

m
ie

r

SuperiorLINE
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | MOVE

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

rIgId top

The rigid top of the Move sommier is made of a solid Slat Structure in fir wood, regularly spaced with the 
Respiro system for the proper breathability of the bed system, combined with a highly durable lateral load-bearing 
structure made completely of solid fir wood. Thanks to this composition, the sommier provides proper Support 
and SolIdIty that lasts over time. 

firm support anatomic support long-lasting durability

RIGID TOP SOMMIER wITH FIR SlATS 

REGUlARly SPACED RESPIRO SySTEM FOR FUll vENTIlATION  

UPPER ANATOMIC SUPPORT lAyER IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

lateral load-bearing structure in fir wood 

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

Central part of the top in padded velvet 

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO 

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 16 CM 

System for attaching Fir block feet with corner element in fir plywood

Feet and unidirectional wheels H 15 cm in shiny black PvC 

PROTECTIvE NO DUST bOTTOM lINING wITH vElCRO

Total height from floor: 31 cm

join bed hooks for single sommier

Central support foot starting from 180 x 200 version

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

31
cm  

approx.
16
cm  

approx.

15
cm  

approx.
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | MOVE

TECHNOLOGY

Firm 
top

FRAME HEIGHT

16
cm approx.

FOOT HEIGHT

15
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

31
cm approx.

A rigid fir slat top in a lateral load-bearing structure in solid fir wood. Move is the robust, comfortable and elegant 
sommier, enhanced with a 16 cm padded band along the perimeter that can be customised with a fixed faux leather 
cover or a removable one with Velcro.

The Respiro system, which provides perfect ventilation of the entire bed system, and the lower No Dust protective 
lining ensure hygiene that is always perfect throughout the entire bed system. 

MOVE

perSonalISe your moVe SommIer wItH remoVable coVer and Velcro wItH:

16
cm approx.

HEIGHT

So
m

m
ie

r

SuperiorLINE

COvER wITH vElCRO AND 
FAbRIC FlOUNCED vAlANCE

TAUT FAbRIC COvER wITH 
vElCRO

COvER wITH vElCRO AND 
FAbRIC PlATFORM vAlANCE
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The rigid top of the Fit sommier is made of a solid Slat Structure in fir wood, regularly spaced with the Respiro 
system for the proper breathability of the bed system, combined with a highly durable lateral load-bearing structure 
made completely of solid fir wood. Thanks to this composition, the sommier provides proper Support and 
SolIdIty that lasts over time. 

DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | FIT

rIgId top

firm support ergonomic design long-lasting durability

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

RIGID TOP SOMMIER wITH FIR SlATS 

REGUlARly SPACED RESPIRO SySTEM FOR FUll vENTIlATION  

UPPER ANATOMIC SUPPORT lAyER IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

lateral load-bearing structure in fir wood 

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

Central part of the top in padded velvet 

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO 

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 10 CM 

System for attaching Fir block feet with corner element in fir plywood

wood corner support feet in pyramid shape H 19 cm

PROTECTIvE NO DUST bOTTOM lINING wITH vElCRO

Total height from floor: 29 cm

join bed hooks for single sommier

Central support foot starting from 180 x 200 version

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

29
cm  

approx.

10
cm  

approx.

19
cm  

approx.
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10
cm approx.

HEIGHT DeluxeLINE

FIT

DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | FIT

TAUT FAbRIC COvER
wITH vElCRO

TECHNOLOGY

Firm 
top

FRAME HEIGHT

10
cm approx. 

FOOT HEIGHT

19
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

29
cm approx. 

Solid, comfortable, robust: Fit is the sommier made with a rigid fir slat top and lateral load-bearing structure also 
made of fir wood. Refined and elegant, Fit features special pyramid-shaped wooden feet and a robust sommier 
corner fastening system. The 10 cm side panel can be personalised with a fixed cover in faux leather or a removable 
one with Velcro.

Fit ensures perfect ventilation and maximum hygiene thanks to the Respiro system and the lower No Dust protective 
lining. In addition, thanks to its refined 19 cm wood feet, daily cleaning is simple and fast.

perSonalISe your fIt SommIer wItH remoVable coVer and Velcro wItH: So
m

m
ie

r
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | FLY

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

rIgId top

The rigid top of the Fly sommier is made of a solid Slat Structure in fir wood, regularly spaced with the Respiro 
system for the proper breathability of the bed system, combined with a highly durable lateral load-bearing structure 
made completely of solid fir wood. Thanks to this composition, the sommier provides proper Support and 
SolIdIty that lasts over time. 

firm support ergonomic design long-lasting durability

RIGID TOP SOMMIER wITH FIR SlATS 

REGUlARly SPACED RESPIRO SySTEM FOR FUll vENTIlATION  

UPPER ANATOMIC SUPPORT lAyER IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

lateral load-bearing structure in fir wood 

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

Central part of the top in padded velvet 

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 10 CM 

System for attaching Fir block feet with corner element in fir plywood

Angel steel corner support feet H 17 cm

PROTECTIvE NO DUST bOTTOM lINING wITH vElCRO

Total height from floor: 27 cm

join bed hooks for single sommier

Central support foot starting from 180 x 200 version

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

27
cm  

approx.

10
cm  

approx.

17
cm  

approx.
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | FLY

TAUT FAbRIC COvER wITH 
vElCRO

TECHNOLOGY

Firm 
top

FRAME HEIGHT

10
cm approx. 

FOOT HEIGHT

17
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

27
cm approx. 

Fly is a stable, long-lasting sommier thanks to the rigid fir slat top in a solid structure also made of fir wood. Elegance 
is guaranteed by 10 cm band along the perimeter that can be finished with a fixed faux leather covering or a 
removable one with Velcro, and by modern Angel support feet in shiny steel chrome.

Thanks to the Respiro system and the lower No Dust protective lining, breathability and hygiene are guaranteed. Fly 
also permits simple and fast daily cleaning thanks to its refined 17 cm steel support feet.

FLY

perSonalISe your fly SommIer wItH remoVable coVer and Velcro wItH:

10
cm approx.

HEIGHT

So
m

m
ie

r

DeluxeLINE
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | BLAZE

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

rIgId top

The rigid top of the blaze sommier is made of a solid Slat Structure in fir wood, regularly spaced with the 
Respiro system for the proper breathability of the bed system, combined with a highly durable lateral load-bearing 
structure made completely of solid fir wood. Thanks to this composition, the sommier provides proper Support 
and SolIdIty that lasts over time. 

firm support ergonomic design long-lasting durability

RIGID TOP SOMMIER wITH FIR SlATS 

REGUlARly SPACED RESPIRO SySTEM FOR FUll vENTIlATION  

UPPER ANATOMIC SUPPORT lAyER IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

lateral load-bearing structure in fir wood 

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

Central part of the top in padded velvet 

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 10 CM 

System for attaching Fir block feet with corner element in fir plywood

Feet and unidirectional wheels H 19 cm in shiny black PvC 

PROTECTIvE NO DUST bOTTOM lINING wITH vElCRO

Total height from floor: 29 cm

join bed hooks for single sommier

Central support foot starting from 180 x 200 version

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

29
cm  

approx.

10
cm  

approx.

18
cm  

approx.
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | BLAZE

TAUT FAbRIC COvER wITH 
vElCRO

TECHNOLOGY

Firm 
top

FRAME HEIGHT

10
cm approx. 

FOOT HEIGHT

19
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

29
cm approx. 

Blaze is a stable, long-lasting sommier thanks to the rigid fir slat top in a solid structure also made of fir wood. 
Elegance is guaranteed by the 10 cm band along the perimeter can be finished with a fixed cover in faux leather or 
a removable one with Velcro.

Thanks to the Respiro system and the lower No Dust protective lining, breathability and hygiene are guaranteed. 
Blaze also permits simple and fast daily cleaning thanks to its refined 19 cm support feet.

BLAZE

perSonalISe your blaZe SommIer wItH remoVable coVer and Velcro wItH:

10
cm approx.

HEIGHT

So
m

m
ie

r

SuperiorLINE
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | CHARME

rIgId top

The rigid top of the Charme sommier is made of a solid Slat Structure in fir wood, regularly spaced with the 
Respiro system for the proper breathability of the bed system, combined with a highly durable lateral load-bearing 
structure made completely of solid fir wood. Thanks to this composition, the sommier provides proper Support 
and SolIdIty that lasts over time. 

firm support anatomic support long-lasting durability

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

RIGID TOP SOMMIER wITH FIR SlATS 

REGUlARly SPACED RESPIRO SySTEM FOR FUll vENTIlATION  

UPPER ANATOMIC SUPPORT lAyER IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

lateral load-bearing structure in fir wood 

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

Central part of the top in padded velvet 

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 25 CM 

System for attaching Fir block feet with corner element in fir plywood

Feet H 8 cm in shiny black PvC

PROTECTIvE NO DUST bOTTOM lINING wITH vElCRO

Total height from floor: 33 cm

join bed hooks for single sommier

Central support foot starting from 180 x 200 version

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

33
cm  

approx.
25
cm  

approx.

8
cm  

approx.
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | CHARME

TECHNOLOGY

Firm 
top

FRAME HEIGHT

25
cm approx. 

FOOT HEIGHT

8
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

33
cm approx. 

Give your Guests an excellent sleep thanks to the Charme sommier, elegant and durable, featuring a rigid fir slat 
top in a solid lateral load-bearing structure in solid wood. The sumptuous 25 cm band along the perimeter can be 
personalised with a fixed cover in faux leather or a removable one with Velcro.

Thanks to the Respiro system, a regularly spaced slat system for full ventilation of the bed system, and to the lower 
protective No Dust lining, hygiene and breathability are guaranteed. 

CHARME

25
cm approx.

HEIGHT

So
m

m
ie

r

SuiteLINE

perSonalISe your cHarme SommIer wItH remoVable coVer and Velcro wItH:

COvER wITH vElCRO AND 
FAbRIC FlOUNCED vAlANCE

TAUT FAbRIC COvER wITH 
vElCRO

COvER wITH vElCRO AND 
FAbRIC PlATFORM vAlANCE
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | GALA

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

rIgId top

The rigid top of the Gala sommier is made of a solid Slat Structure in fir wood, regularly spaced with the Respiro 
system for the proper breathability of the bed system, combined with a highly durable lateral load-bearing structure 
made completely of solid fir wood. Thanks to this composition, the sommier provides proper Support and 
SolIdIty that lasts over time. 

firm support anatomic support long-lasting durability

RIGID TOP SOMMIER wITH FIR SlATS 

REGUlARly SPACED RESPIRO SySTEM FOR FUll vENTIlATION  

UPPER ANATOMIC SUPPORT lAyER IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

lateral load-bearing structure in fir wood 

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

Central part of the top in padded velvet 

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 32 CM 

System for attaching Fir block feet with corner element in fir plywood

Feet H 3 cm in shiny black PvC 

PROTECTIvE NO DUST bOTTOM lINING wITH vElCRO

Total height from floor: 35 cm

join bed hooks for single sommier

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

35
cm  

approx.
32
cm  

approx.

3
cm  

approx.
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | GALA

TAUT FAbRIC COvER wITH 
vElCRO

TECHNOLOGY

Firm 
top

FRAME HEIGHT

32
cm 

FOOT HEIGHT

3
cm 

TOTAL HEIGHT

35
cm 

Gala is an elegant solution for your Guests' sleep, thanks to a rigid fir slat top in a solid load-bearing structure also 
made of solid fir, for maximum solidity and stability. The rich 32 cm band along the perimeter can be enhanced with 
a fixed cover in faux leather or a removable one with Velcro.

Thanks to the Respiro system, a regularly spaced slat system for full ventilation of the bed system, and to the lower 
protective No Dust lining, hygiene and breathability are guaranteed. 

GALA

perSonalISe your gala SommIer wItH remoVable coVer and Velcro wItH:

32
cm approx.

HEIGHT

So
m

m
ie

r

LuxuryLINE
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | PLACE

bonnel SprIngS

The bonnel springs of the Place sommier are made of phosphate-coated steel wire, sturdy and durable, and 
produced in a bIconIc SHape wItH anatomIc reSponSe. A tempering treatment makes it possible for them to 
maintain their shape, guaranteeing stability and shape maintenance of the bed system. 

targeted support elevated elasticity long-lasting durability

33
cm  

approx.

21
cm  

approx.

12
cm  

approx.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

SPRING SOMMIER 

bONNEl SPRING SySTEM wITH 145 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED STEEl wITH 2.2 MM wIRE  

UPPER SPRING CARE lAyER IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

lateral load-bearing structure in fir wood 

lower base with rigid fir slat top 

REGUlARly SPACED RESPIRO SySTEM FOR FUll vENTIlATION 

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM

Central part of the top in padded velvet 

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / jACQUARD QUIlTED FAbRIC / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 21 CM 

System for attaching Fir block feet with corner element in fir plywood

Feet and unidirectional wheels H 12 cm in shiny black PvC

PROTECTIvE NO DUST bOTTOM lINING wITH vElCRO

Total height from floor: 33 cm

join bed hooks for single sommier

Central support foot starting from 180 x 200 version

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | PLACE

PLACE

21
cm approx.

HEIGHT DeluxeLINE

TECHNOLOGY

145
springs/sq.m 

FRAME HEIGHT

21
cm approx. 

FOOT HEIGHT

12
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

33
cm approx. 

Precious on the outside, perfect on the inside: the Place sommier has a sophisticated core consisting of a solid 
structure with 145 biconic Bonnel springs per sq.m in phosphate-coated steel, in a refined fir frame covered with 
sumptuous 21 cm padded band along the perimeter, which can be enhanced by a fixed faux leather cover, quilted 
jacquard fabric or a removable cover with Velcro.

Thanks to the Respiro system that ensures the perfect ventilation of the whole bed system and the lower protective 
No Dust lining, the Place sommier guarantees long-lasting, perfect safety and hygiene.

perSonalISe your place SommIer wItH remoVable coVer and Velcro wItH: So
m

m
ie

r

COvER wITH vElCRO AND 
FAbRIC FlOUNCED vAlANCE

TAUT FAbRIC COvER wITH 
vElCRO

COvER wITH vElCRO AND 
FAbRIC PlATFORM vAlANCE
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | VEIL

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

lfK SprIngS

lFk springs are made with an exclusive upper SenSor wItH VarIable elaStIc reSponSe that adapts perfectly 
to different weights and every movement in the "upper" part, guaranteeing all the solidity typical of more traditional 
springs. Thanks to this spring system, veil guarantees exceptional comfort, great support, durability and stability.

excellent support exceptional comfort long-lasting durability

SPRING SOMMIER 

lFk SPRING SySTEM wITH 260 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED STEEl wITH 1.9 MM wIRE  

lFk SPRING TECHNOlOGy wITH UPPER SENSOR wITH vARIAblE ElASTIC RESPONSE 

UPPER SPRING CARE lAyER IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM

lateral load-bearing structure in fir wood 

lower base with rigid fir slat top 

REGUlARly SPACED RESPIRO SySTEM FOR FUll vENTIlATION

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

Central part of the top in padded velvet

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / jACQUARD QUIlTED FAbRIC / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO 

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 21 CM

System for attaching Fir block feet with corner element in fir plywood

Feet and unidirectional wheels H 12 cm in shiny black PvC

PROTECTIvE NO DUST bOTTOM lINING wITH vElCRO

Total height from floor: 33 cm

join bed hooks for single sommier

Central support foot starting from 180 x 200 version

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

33
cm  

approx.

21
cm  

approx.

12
cm  

approx.
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | VEIL

TECHNOLOGY

260
springs/sq.m 

FRAME HEIGHT

21
cm approx. 

FOOT HEIGHT

12
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

33
cm approx. 

A durable and performing core, made with a LFK spring system with 260 springs per sq.m in phosphate-coated 
steel, enclosed in a solid fir frame: Veil is the robust, comfortable sommier, perfect for the sleep of your Guests. 
Covered with elegant 21 padded band along the perimeter that can be decorated with a fixed faux leather covering, 
with quilted jacquard fabric or a removable cover with Velcro.

Thanks to the Respiro system that ensures the perfect ventilation of the whole bed system and the lower protective 
No Dust lining, the Veil sommier guarantees long-lasting, perfect safety and hygiene.

VEIL

perSonalISe your VeIl SommIer wItH remoVable coVer and Velcro wItH:

21
cm approx.

HEIGHT

So
m

m
ie

r

SuiteLINE

COvER wITH vElCRO AND 
FAbRIC FlOUNCED vAlANCE

TAUT FAbRIC COvER wITH 
vElCRO

COvER wITH vElCRO AND 
FAbRIC PlATFORM vAlANCE
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | NEV

pocKet SprIngS

The springs act independently, ensuring ergonomIc Support and sufficient support for a wide range of body 
types. Thanks to the special helical shape, each spring maintains a high level of rigidity in the inner part, providing 
increased softness in the surface areas.

exceptional firmness exceptional ergonomics Stable solidity

33
cm  

approx.
21
cm  

approx.

12
cm  

approx.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

SPRING SOMMIER 

POCkET SPRING SySTEM wITH 330 SPRINGS/SQ.M IN PHOSPHATE-COATED STEEl wITH 1.7 MM wIRE  

7 FISIO MASSAGE® TARGETED SUPPORT ZONES 

UPPER SPRING CARE lAyER IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM

lateral load-bearing structure in fir wood 

lower base with rigid fir slat top 

REGUlARly SPACED RESPIRO SySTEM FOR FUll vENTIlATION

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

Central part of the top in padded velvet

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / jACQUARD QUIlTED FAbRIC / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO 

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 21 CM

System for attaching Fir block feet with corner element in fir plywood

Feet and unidirectional wheels H 12 cm in shiny black PvC

PROTECTIvE NO DUST bOTTOM lINING wITH vElCRO

Total height from floor: 33 cm

join bed hooks for single sommier

Central support foot starting from 180 x 200 version

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | NEV

NEV

21
cm approx.

HEIGHT LuxuryLINE

TECHNOLOGY

330
springs/sq.m 

FRAME HEIGHT

21
cm approx. 

FOOT HEIGHT

12
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

33
cm approx. 

Give your Guests excellent comfort with Nev, the sommier with a system of 330 pocket springs per sq.m in 
phosphate-coated steel and 7 targeted support zones, for perfect support and targeted comfort. 
Solidity is guaranteed by the solid fir wood frame, while elegance is ensured by the refined 21 cm padded band 
along the perimeter, which can be personalised with a fixed faux leather covering, quilted jacquard fabric or a 
removable cover with Velcro.

Thanks to the Respiro system that ensures the perfect ventilation of the whole bed system and the lower protective 
No Dust lining, the Nev sommier guarantees long-lasting, perfect safety and hygiene.

perSonalISe your neV SommIer wItH remoVable coVer and Velcro wItH:

COvER wITH vElCRO AND 
FAbRIC FlOUNCED vAlANCE

TAUT FAbRIC COvER wITH 
vElCRO

COvER wITH vElCRO AND 
FAbRIC PlATFORM vAlANCE

So
m

m
ie

r
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | WELL

rIgId top

The wood top ensures maximum solidity and robustness, with firm support and perfect stability of the whole bed 
system. The structure is completely covered with resistant QuIlted JacQuard fabrIc, padded with high-density 
D-Foam for soft, anatomic comfort.

Solid and robust anatomic support long-lasting durability

29
cm  

approx.

31
cm  

approx.

33
cm  

approx.

10
cm  

approx.

16
cm  

approx.

19
cm  

approx.

15
cm  

approx.

12
cm  

approx.

21
cm  

approx.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

RIGID TOP SOMMIER   

RESPIRO SySTEM FOR FUll vENTIlATION   

UPPER ANATOMIC SUPPORT lAyER IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

lateral load-bearing structure in fir wood 

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

FIxED COvER IN QUIlTED jACQUARD FAbRIC 

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 10-16-21 CM 

System for attaching Fir block feet with corner element in fir plywood

Feet and unidirectional wheels H 12-15-19 cm in shiny black PvC 

PROTECTIvE NO DUST bOTTOM lINING wITH vElCRO

Total height from floor: 29-31-33 cm

join bed hooks for single sommier

Central support foot starting from 180 x 200 version

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT
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10
cm approx.

16
cm approx.

21
cm approx.

HEIGHT SuperiorLINE

WELL

DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | WELL

Solidity, stability and support are the three principal characteristics of Well, the sommier consisting in a solid wood 
top in an exceptionally durable load-bearing structure in solid fir wood. The band along the perimeter, available in 
three heights, are adorned with a fixed covering in quilted jacquard fabric.

The upper Anatomic Support layer in high-density D-Foam ensures an anatomic response, while the lower No Dust 
protective lining protects the entire bed system, guaranteeing maximum hygiene. 

perSonalISe your well SommIer In QuIlted JacQuard fabrIc wItH:

FlOUNCED vAlANCE IN 
FAbRIC

TAUT vAlANCE
IN FAbRIC

PlATFORM vAlANCE IN 
FAbRIC

TECHNOLOGY

Firm 
top

FRAME HEIGHT

10-16-21
cm approx. 

FOOT HEIGHT

12-15-19
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

29-31-33
cm approx. 

So
m

m
ie

r
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tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

SlATTED SOMMIER  

CURvED wOOD SlAT bED bASE 

Decorative side bed frame cover in fir wood 

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO 

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 16-25 CM 

Iron feet H 24 cm in matte black

Total height from floor: 29 cm 

join bed hooks for single sommier

Central support foot starting from 180 x 200 version

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | PICK

Slatted bed baSe

The curved beech slat bed base, solid, durable and functional, ensures excellent support, good ergonomics and full 
ventilation of the entire bed system, for sleep comfort that is always optimal. Ideal when employed in synergy with 
traditional spring products, it renders the mattress performance excellent and extends its lifetime.

elastic support ergonomic support Solid and long-lasting

16
cm  

approx.

25
cm  

approx.

29
cm  

approx.
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TECHNOLOGY

Bed base 
with slats

FRAME HEIGHT

16-25
cm approx. 

FOOT HEIGHT

24
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

29
cm approx. 

Solid and durable curved wood slat bed base seated like a jewel in a bed frame covered with solid fir wood, Pick is 
a sommier that can provide comfortable sleep to your Guests and sophisticated elegance to your Hotel thanks to 
the rich side band available in two heights and adorned with a fixed faux leather covering or a removable one with 
Velcro. 

The curved wood slats on Pick's top work in perfect synergy with Dorelan mattresses to offer those sleeping on 
them excellent comfort. 

PICK

16
cm approx.

25
cm approx.

HEIGHT

So
m

m
ie

r

DeluxeLINE

perSonalISe your pIcK SommIer wItH remoVable coVer and Velcro wItH:

TAUT FAbRIC COvER wITH 
vElCRO

DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | PICK
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | PUCK

Slatted bed baSe

The curved beech slat bed base, solid, durable and functional, ensures excellent support, good ergonomics and full 
ventilation of the entire bed system, for sleep comfort that is always optimal. Ideal when employed in synergy with 
traditional spring products, it renders the mattress performance excellent and extends its lifetime.

elastic support ergonomic support Solid and long-lasting

16
cm  

approx.

25
cm  

approx.

29
cm  

approx.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

SlATTED SOMMIER  

CURvED wOOD SlAT bED bASE 

Decorative lateral bed frame cover in fir wood running along the padded panel

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER  

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 16-25 CM 

Iron feet H 24 cm in matte black

Total height from floor: 29 cm 

join bed hooks for single sommier

Central support foot starting from 180 x 200 version

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | PUCK

FIxED COvERING IN FAUx 
lEATHER

Solid and durable curved wood slat bed base seated like a jewel in a bed frame covered with solid fir wood, Puck 
is a sommier that can provide comfortable sleep to your Guests and sophisticated elegance to your Hotel thanks to 
the rich side band available in two heights and adorned with a fixed faux leather covering. 

The curved wood slats on Puck's top work in perfect synergy with Dorelan mattresses to offer those sleeping on 
them excellent comfort. 

Thanks to the panel positioned flush with the bed base, the Puck sommier makes it possible to combine 
two single beds.

PUCK

perSonalISe your pucK SommIer:

16
cm approx.

25
cm approx.

HEIGHT

So
m

m
ie

r

DeluxeLINE

TECHNOLOGY

Bed base 
with slats

FRAME HEIGHT

16-25
cm approx. 

FOOT HEIGHT

24
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

29
cm approx. 
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | QUICK

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Slatted bed baSe

The Quick sommier with curved wood slat bed base, solid, durable and functional, ensures excellent support, 
good ergonomics and full ventilation of the entire bed system, for sleep comfort that is always optimal. Ideal when 
employed in synergy with traditional spring products, it renders the mattress performance excellent and extends its 
lifetime.

elastic support ergonomic support Solid and long-lasting

bED wITH COvERED bED bASE  

CURvED wOOD SlAT bED bASE  

REMOvAblE COvER wITH FlOUNCED / PlATFORM bED vAlANCE ON 3 SIDES 

velcro coupling system on the bed base 

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 30 CM 

Steel Feet H 30 cm in matte black

Total height from floor: 30 cm 

30
cm  

approx.
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | QUICK

QUICK

30
cm approx.

HEIGHT SuperiorLINE

So
m

m
ie

r

Practicality and functionality are the distinguishing characteristics of Quick, a solid, durable bed base with curved 
wood slats covered with platform or flounced bed valance fabric. With a completely removable cover, Quick makes 
room cleaning operations truly easy and fast.
Comfort is guaranteed by its high-quality bed base, both solid and ergonomic, while elegance is ensured by the 
valance cover fabric that falls gracefully on three sides.

Thanks to the Velcro fastening system, the fabric is always well anchored to the bed base structure.

FRAME HEIGHT

30
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

30
cm approx. 

TECHNOLOGY

Bed base
with slats

vIGOR SlATTED bED bASE FlOUNCED vAlANCE IN 
FAbRIC

PlATFORM vAlANCE IN 
FAbRIC

perSonalISe your QuIcK SommIer:
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | LIVE

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

Slatted bed baSe

The curved beech slat bed base, solid, durable and functional, ensures excellent support, good ergonomics and full 
ventilation of the entire bed system, for sleep comfort that is always optimal. Ideal when employed in synergy with 
traditional spring products, it renders the mattress performance excellent and extends its lifetime.

elastic support ergonomic support Solid and long-lasting

SlATTED SOMMIER 

bED bASE wITH CONTAINER wITH vERTICAl lIFT, CURvED wOODEN SlATS  

lateral fir wood structure composed of four separate bands 

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM

REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO 

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 27 CM 

Metal corner to support bed base with container

lower base in plywood covered with padded velvet 

Feet H 5 cm in shiny black PvC

Total height from floor: 29 cm 

HANDlE FOR MOvING

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

29
cm  

approx.

27
cm  

approx.
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | LIVE

TECHNOLOGY

Bed base
Container

FRAME HEIGHT

27
cm approx. 

FOOT HEIGHT

5
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

29
cm approx. 

Durable and functional, Live is a sommier made with a Dorelan container system to offer maximum practicality. 
Thanks to the mechanism that allows the user to vertically raise the bed floor with one motion, exploiting space has 
never been so easy or safe. The curved wood slat bed base provides perfect ergonomics, and the base is solid and 
durable thanks to the lateral fir wood structure consisting in four separate bands. 

The rich 27 cm side band can be finished with a removable faux leather cover or fabric chosen from the Dorelan 
Hotel's wide selection.

LIVE

How It worKS:

27
cm approx.

HEIGHT

So
m

m
ie

r

DeluxeLINE

MOvEMENT 1 MOvEMENT 2 MOvEMENT 3
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | DUAL

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

rIgId top

The rigid top of the Dual sommier is made of a solid Slat Structure in fir wood, regularly spaced with the Respiro 
system for the proper breathability of the bed system, combined with a highly durable lateral load-bearing structure 
made completely of solid fir wood. Thanks to this composition, the sommier provides proper Support and 
SolIdIty that lasts over time. 

firm support maximum versatility long-lasting durability

ExTRACTAblE RIGID TOP SOMMIER wITH FIR SlATS 

REGUlARly SPACED RESPIRO SySTEM FOR FUll vENTIlATION  

UPPER ANATOMIC SUPPORT lAyER IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

lateral load-bearing structure in fir wood

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

Central part of the top in padded velvet 

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 32 CM 

Extractable lower bed base with curved wooden slats with side panel

Upper mattress size: 90 x 200 cm 

lower mattress size: 80 x 185 x H 15 cm

System for attaching Fir block feet with corner element in fir plywood

Feet H 3 cm in shiny black PvC

PROTECTIvE NO DUST bOTTOM lINING wITH vElCRO

Total height from floor: 35 cm

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

32
cm  

approx.

3
cm  

approx.

35
cm  

approx.
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | DUAL

TECHNOLOGY

Firm 
top

FRAME HEIGHT

32
cm approx. 

FOOT HEIGHT

3
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

35
cm approx. 

Respond quickly and with great elegance to any need thanks to the extractable Dual sommier with rigid fir slat top, 
which can offer a second bed when needed with a curved slat bed base and padded and covered side panel. The 
prestigious band along the perimeter, up to 32 cm high, can be personalised with a fixed cover in faux leather or a 
removable one with Velcro.

Dual maintains all its excellent characteristics thanks to a load-bearing structure in solid fir wood, the Respiro system 
which ensures maximum breathability and the protective No Dust bottom lining. 

DUAL

MOvEMENT 1 MOvEMENT 2

How It worKS:

32
cm approx.

HEIGHT DeluxeLINE

MOvEMENT 3

So
m

m
ie

r
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | DOUBLE

Slatted bed baSe

The curved wood slat bed base, solid, durable and functional, ensures excellent support, good ergonomics and full 
ventilation of the entire bed system, for sleep comfort that is always optimal. Ideal when employed in synergy with 
traditional spring products, it renders the mattress performance excellent and extends its lifetime.

elastic support maximum ergonomics Solid and long-lasting

43
cm  

approx.

3
cm  

approx.

46
cm  

approx.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

ExTRACTAblE SlATTED SOMMIER 

CURvED wOOD SlAT bED bASE  

lateral load-bearing structure in solid fir wood 

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO 

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 43 CM 

Extractable lower bed base with curved wooden slats with side panel

DOUblE bED SySTEM: 90 x 200 x H 46 CM

Upper mattress size: 85 x 190 x H 23 cm

lower mattress size: 80 x 190 x H 23 cm 

Feet H 3 cm in shiny black PvC

Total height from floor: 46 cm

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | DOUBLE

DOUBLE

43
cm approx.

HEIGHT DeluxeLINE

TECHNOLOGY

Bed base
with slats

FRAME HEIGHT

43
cm 

FOOT HEIGHT

3
cm 

TOTAL HEIGHT

46
cm 

The extractable Double sommier offers the privilege of having available an additional single or double bed, to be 
used as necessary. Incorporated in the base of the sommier is a curved wood slat bed base that can be easily 
extracted and managed thanks to its small reclosable wheels. The band along the perimeter, up to 43 cm high, can 
be finished with a fixed cover in faux leather or a removable one with Velcro.

Double offers a great solution to satisfy needs of versatility in the type and number of beds available in the hotel 
room.

How It worKS:

MOvEMENT 1 MOvEMENT 2 MOvEMENT 3

So
m

m
ie

r
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | PLANE

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

rIgId top

The rigid top of the Plane sommier is made of a solid Slat Structure in fir wood, regularly spaced with the 
Respiro system for the proper breathability of the bed system, combined with a highly durable lateral load-bearing 
structure made completely of solid fir wood. Thanks to this composition, the sommier provides proper Support 
and SolIdIty that lasts over time. 

firm support anatomic support long-lasting durability

RIGID TOP ROUND SOMMIER wITH FIR SlATS 

REGUlARly SPACED RESPIRO SySTEM FOR FUll vENTIlATION  

UPPER ANATOMIC SUPPORT lAyER IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

lateral load-bearing structure in fir wood

lATERAl bOx SySTEM IN HIGH-DENSITy D-FOAM 

Central part of the top in padded velvet 

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

SIDE bAND HEIGHT: 21 CM 

System for attaching Fir block feet with corner element in fir plywood

Feet H 12 cm in shiny black PvC 

PROTECTIvE NO DUST bOTTOM lINING wITH vElCRO

Total height from floor: 33 cm

Diameter: 200 cm - 210 cm - 220 cm

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT

33
cm  

approx.

21
cm  

approx.

12
cm  

approx.
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | PLANE

TECHNOLOGY

Firm 
top

FRAME HEIGHT

21
cm approx. 

FOOT HEIGHT

12
cm approx. 

TOTAL HEIGHT

33
cm approx. 

Contemporary design and excellent comfort: a combination of qualities that will pleasantly surprise your Guests as 
soon as they arrive! Plane is the exclusive sommier with a circular shape, made solid and durable by a structure in 
wooden slats designed to provide perfect support and breathability, surrounded by a solid fir wood structure and 
finished with sumptuous 21 cm band along the perimeter that can be personalised with a fixed faux leather covering 
or a removable one with Velcro.

Thanks to the Respiro system that ensures the perfect ventilation of the whole bed system and the lower protective 
No Dust lining, the Plane sommier guarantees perfect safety and hygiene.

PLANE

21
cm approx.

HEIGHT

TAUT FAbRIC COvER wITH 
vElCRO

perSonalISe your plane SommIer wItH remoVable coVer and Velcro wItH: So
m

m
ie

r

SuiteLINE
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FEET AND WHEELS FOR THE SOMMIER

DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | FEET and WHEELS

wENGE wHITE

PIvOTING wHEEl 
wITH bRAkE IN STEEl

H 8 cm

STEEl FOOT

H 12-15 cm

PIvOTING wHEEl 
wITH bRAkE

H 12 cm

STEEl ANGEl FOOT 
H 17 cm

CylINDRICAl FOOT 
IN wOOD

H 13-15-19 cm

PyRAMID FOOT 
IN wOOD

H 13-15-19 cm

CylINDRICAl FOOT 
wITH PIvOTING 
wHEEl AND wOOD 
bRAkE

H 13-15-19 cm

PyRAMID FOOT wITH 
PIvOTING wHEEl 
AND wOOD bRAkE

H 13-15-19 cm

SQUARE FOOT IN 
wOOD

H 13-15-19 cm

CORNER FOOT 
IN wOOD

H 8 cm

SQUARE FOOT wITH 
PIvOTING wHEEl 
AND wOOD bRAkE

H 13-15-19 cm

WOOD FINISH

NATURAl CHERRy wAlNUT
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DORELAN HOTEL | SOMMIER | FEET and WHEELS

So
m

m
ie

r

The feet, studied to guarantee maximum stability, 
are available in different models, all particularly well-
designed in their lines and materials to offer stylish 
solutions.

Available for the following sommier:

FIRST SOMMIER (page 157)

MOvE SOMMIER (page 159) 

blAZE SOMMIER (page 165)

CHARME SOMMIER (page 167)

blACk PvC FOOT 

H 3 cm

FOOT wITH FIxED blACk 
PvC wHEEl

H 12-15-19 cm

blACk PvC FOOT

H 8 cm

GREy PvC FOOT 

H 12 cm

blACk PvC FOOT

H 12-15-19 cm

FOOT wITH FIxED 
GREy PvC wHEEl

H 12 cm

DIAGONAl at 10 CM
wIDTH UP TO

120 CM

DIAGONAl AT 15 CM
FROM wIDTH 

130 CM AND HIGHER

perSonalISe your SommIer wItH tHe offSet foot optIon:

STANDARD FOOT

OFFSET FOOT
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS

Elegant furnishing shapes. 

An unmistakable touch of class for the most refined and 
prestigious style: Dorelan Hotel Headboards are elegant 
furnishing elements made to enrich the design of your 
night spaces.

Impeccably elegant, they bring to the hotel room an 
exquisitely Italian flavour. 
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS

HEADBOARD COLLECTION

Made with precious materials, chosen for their qualities 
of robustness and durability, Dorelan Hotel Headboards 
are available with fixed covers or removable ones in the 
most refined colours and fabrics. 

They can be attached to the base of the bed or directly 
to the wall, using wall and bayonet mounts.

The best of Made in 

Italy for a bed that is 

safe, coordinated, and 

sophisticated.

He
ad

bo
ar

ds
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | CROWN and KING

CROWN

A wide headboard with fine capitonné design featuring small rhombuses enhanced with marked stitches. Crown 
furnishes the Hotel room with a sophisticated and impeccable taste. Its extensive size and elegant quilting become 
the undisputed focus of the room furnishing.

The high quality of the faux leather cover and the precious Dorelan Hotel padding finish the Crown headboard.

LuxuryLINE

TOTAL HEIGHT

115
cm approx.

THICKNESS

10
cm approx.

COVER

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH RECTANGlE MOTIF

INTERNAl wORkMANSHIP wITH RHOMbUSES IN ClASSIC CAPITONNé 

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam 

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER 

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER 
 

Faux leather
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | CROWN and KING

KING

An icon of refinement, the King headboard interprets the classic capitonné padding, exalting its natural elegance. 
Its soft quilting that evokes the charm of the most precious Italian workmanship is framed by a harmonious line of 
noble elegance.

The high quality of the faux leather cover and the precious Dorelan Hotel padding finish the King headboard.

SuiteLINE

TOTAL HEIGHT

95
cm approx.

THICKNESS

8
cm approx.

COVER

He
ad

bo
ar

ds

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH CURvED MOTIF

INTERNAl wORkMANSHIP wITH RHOMbUSES IN ClASSIC CAPITONNé

DECORATIvE EDGE AND INTERNAl PIPING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement 

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER 

Faux leather
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | QUEEN and PRINCE

QUEEN

SuiteLINE

The capitonné padding, among the most sophisticated artisanal finishes, is set in a headboard with linear, clean 
lines, enhanced by an elegant border. Thus we have Queen, a timeless classic of Italian design, able to elevate the 
bed to the space's centre of focus, welcoming and exciting guests.

The high quality of the faux leather cover and the precious Dorelan Hotel padding finish the Queen headboard.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH RECTANGlE MOTIF

INTERNAl wORkMANSHIP wITH RHOMbUSES IN ClASSIC CAPITONNé

DECORATIvE EDGE AND INTERNAl PIPING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement 

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER

TOTAL HEIGHT

95
cm approx.

THICKNESS

8
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | QUEEN and PRINCE

PRINCE

LuxuryLINE

The classic capitonné finish is reworked in a modern, sophisticated key with rich padded squares framed in an 
elegant structure featuring a rectangular motif. The decorative stitches and side stitches add extremely precious 
details. Prince: elegant softness that furnishes the room. 

The high quality of the faux leather cover and the precious Dorelan Hotel padding finish the Prince headboard.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH RECTANGlE MOTIF

INTERNAl wORkMANSHIP wITH SQUARES IN MODERN CAPITONNé

DECORATIvE bORDER STITCHING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER

He
ad

bo
ar

ds

TOTAL HEIGHT

120
cm approx.

THICKNESS

8
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | EMBLEM and DUKE

EMBLEM

Soft, sinuous, elegant: the Emblem headboard is made precious by the harmony of its shapes, furnishing with the 
refinement of its oval motif and the softness of its rich padding. The side stitches are inspired by Italian manufacturing 
tradition, cherished worldwide.

The high quality of the faux leather cover and the precious Dorelan Hotel padding finish the Emblem headboard.

SuiteLINE

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH OvAl MOTIF

DECORATIvE bORDER PIPING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER

TOTAL HEIGHT

110
cm approx.

THICKNESS

10
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather 
Removable with Velcro
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | EMBLEM and DUKE

DUKE

Light design, sophisticated volumes and elegant shapes are the distinguishing features of Duke. Defined by tailored 
details that bring out its lines, this rich headboard seems almost to fold in on itself, giving your guests a welcome 
that is always sweet and generous, and a touch of surprising refinement.

The high quality of the removable cover and the precious Dorelan Hotel padding finish the Duke headboard.

LuxuryLINE

He
ad

bo
ar

ds

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH CURvED RECTANGUlAR MOTIF

DECORATIvE bORDER PIPING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER 

TOTAL HEIGHT

100
cm approx.

THICKNESS

15
cm approx.

COVER

Removable
with Velcro
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | BARON and COUNT

BARON

Linear, soft, minimalist: Baron brings contemporary and simple elegance to the Hotel room, adorned with decorative 
lateral stitching. The practical aspect and minimalist taste make it perfect for rooms with modern styles. 

The high quality of the faux leather cover and the precious Dorelan Hotel padding finish the Baron headboard.

SuiteLINE

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH RECTANGlE MOTIF

DECORATIvE bORDER STITCHING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement 

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER

TOTAL HEIGHT

100
cm approx.

THICKNESS

10
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather 
Removable with Velcro
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | BARON and COUNT

COUNT

Timeless model with a noble shape, Count is distinguished by its classic style thanks to a lateral workmanship that 
enhances its structure. Rich padding and decorative stitching adorn the headboard, which fits perfectly in the most 
elegant environments.

The high quality of the faux leather cover and the precious Dorelan Hotel padding finish the Count headboard.

SuiteLINE

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH RECTANGlE MOTIF

ClASSIC lATERAl wORkMANSHIP

DECORATIvE bORDER PIPING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER

He
ad

bo
ar

ds

TOTAL HEIGHT

95
cm approx.

THICKNESS

18
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather 
Removable with Velcro
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | LORD and HERALD

LORD

Soft padding in a structure with rectangular motif that recalls the shape and comfort of a large pillow. Lord is the 
headboard that furnishes with soft, modern elegance, with precious decorative border stitching that add highly 
refined detail.

The high quality of the faux leather cover and the precious Dorelan Hotel padding finish the Lord headboard.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH PIllOw MOTIF 

DECORATIvE bORDER STITCHING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER 

DeluxeLINE

TOTAL HEIGHT

100
cm approx.

THICKNESS

10
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather 
Removable with Velcro
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | LORD and HERALD

HERALD

Made precious by the decorative stitching and buttons, Herald is a soft, elegant headboard able to furnish a Hotel 
room with simple, sophisticated style. 
The pure lines and minimalist taste make it perfect for rooms with contemporary styles. 

The high quality of the faux leather cover and the precious Dorelan Hotel padding finish the Herald headboard.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH RECTANGlE MOTIF

DECORATIvE STITCHING AND bUTTONS

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement 

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER

DeluxeLINE

He
ad

bo
ar

ds

TOTAL HEIGHT

120
cm approx.

THICKNESS

8
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather
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Icon of sophisticated simplicity, Bridge is a soft, comfortable headboard, enhanced by decorative stitching and 
buttons. The refined elegance and minimalist taste make it perfect for rooms with contemporary styles. 

The high quality of the faux leather cover and the precious Dorelan Hotel padding finish the Bridge headboard.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH RECTANGlE MOTIF

DECORATIvE STITCHING AND bUTTONS

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement 

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER

DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | BRIDGE and SIR

BRIDGE

DeluxeLINE

TOTAL HEIGHT

120
cm approx.

THICKNESS

8
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather
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Double stitching, ample squares, imposing structure: these details make the Sir headboard an element of pure 
design, able to bring the impeccable elegance of fine luxury to every room. Its extensive size and sophisticated 
simplicity furnish the whole wall, like a prestigious work of art.

The high quality of the faux leather cover and the precious Dorelan Hotel padding finish the Sir headboard.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH RECTANGlE MOTIF 

SINGlE DECORATIvE INTERNAl AND bORDER STITCHING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement 

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER He
ad

bo
ar

ds

SIR

DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | BRIDGE and SIR DeluxeLINE

TOTAL HEIGHT

130
cm approx.

THICKNESS

8
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | MAGIC and JESTER

MAGIC

Harmonious shapes, simple lines and impeccable sophistication: The simple lines of Magic are the distinguishing 
trait of its elegance. The exquisite border that frames the structure brings out the elegance of the headboard, for a 
bed that is important, sophisticated and simple at the same time.

The high quality of the faux leather cover and the precious Dorelan Hotel padding finish the Magic headboard.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH CURvED MOTIF

DECORATIvE EDGE AND INTERNAl PIPING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER 

SuperiorLINE

TOTAL HEIGHT

95
cm approx.

THICKNESS

8
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | MAGIC and JESTER

JESTER

Linear shapes, strict elegance, impeccable sophistication: the Jester headboard is distinguished by a style that is 
both simple and refined at the same time. The rich border that frames the structure brings out the importance of the 
headboard, resulting in a bed with exquisite simplicity.

The high quality of the faux leather cover and the precious Dorelan Hotel padding finish the Jester headboard.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH RECTANGlE MOTIF

DECORATIvE EDGE AND INTERNAl PIPING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER He
ad

bo
ar

ds

SuperiorLINE

TOTAL HEIGHT

95
cm approx.

THICKNESS

8
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | GOLD and SILVER

GOLD

With Gold you can choose a headboard that is simple and refined, making a bed that is perfectly in harmony with the 
interior design of your Hotel. The defined lines and refined decorative edge piping embellish the headboard, making 
it elegant and sinuous.

Gold is finished with a fixed faux leather cover or a removable one with Velcro, and is distinguished by the undisputed 
quality of its Dorelan Hotel covers and padding.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH RECTANGlE MOTIF

DECORATIvE bORDER PIPING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER 

SuperiorLINE

TOTAL HEIGHT

95
cm approx.

THICKNESS

8
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather 
Removable with Velcro
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | GOLD and SILVER

SILVER

With Silver you can choose a headboard that is simple and refined, making a bed that is perfectly in harmony with 
the interior design of your Hotel. The defined lines and refined decorative edge piping embellish the headboard, 
making it elegant and sinuous.

Silver is finished with a fixed faux leather cover or a removable one with Velcro, and is distinguished by the undisputed 
quality of its Dorelan Hotel covers and padding.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH TRAPEZOID MOTIF

DECORATIvE bORDER PIPING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER He
ad

bo
ar

ds

SuperiorLINE

TOTAL HEIGHT

95
cm approx.

THICKNESS

8
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather 
Removable with Velcro
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | PEARL and JADE

PEARL

With Pearl you can choose a headboard that is simple and refined, making a bed that is perfectly in harmony with 
the interior design of your Hotel. The defined lines and refined decorative edge piping embellish the headboard, 
making it elegant and sinuous.

Pearl is finished with a fixed faux leather cover or a removable one with Velcro, and is distinguished by the undisputed 
quality of its Dorelan Hotel covers and padding.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH CURvED MOTIF

DECORATIvE bORDER PIPING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER

SuperiorLINE

TOTAL HEIGHT

95
cm approx.

THICKNESS

8
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather 
Removable with Velcro
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | PEARL and JADE

JADE

With Jade you can choose a headboard that is simple and refined, making a bed that is perfectly in harmony with the 
interior design of your Hotel. The defined lines and refined decorative edge piping embellish the headboard, making 
it elegant and sinuous.

Jade is finished with a fixed faux leather cover or a removable one with Velcro, and is distinguished by the undisputed 
quality of its Dorelan Hotel covers and padding.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH CURvED MOTIF

DECORATIvE bORDER PIPING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER He
ad

bo
ar

ds

SuperiorLINE

TOTAL HEIGHT

95
cm approx.

THICKNESS

8
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather 
Removable with Velcro
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | GEM and RUBY

GEM

With Gem you can choose a headboard that is simple and refined, making a bed that is perfectly in harmony with 
the interior design of your Hotel. The defined lines and decorative edge stitching embellish the headboard making 
it elegant and sinuous.

Gem is finished with a fixed faux leather cover or a removable one with Velcro, and is distinguished by the undisputed 
quality of its Dorelan Hotel covers and padding.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH RECTANGlE MOTIF

DECORATIvE bORDER STITCHING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER 

SuperiorLINE

TOTAL HEIGHT

95
cm approx.

THICKNESS

5
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather 
Removable with Velcro
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | GEM and RUBY

RUBY

With Ruby you can choose a headboard that is simple and refined, making a bed that is perfectly in harmony with 
the interior design of your Hotel. The defined lines and decorative edge stitching embellish the headboard making 
it elegant and sinuous.

Ruby is finished with a fixed faux leather cover or a removable one with Velcro, and is distinguished by the undisputed 
quality of its Dorelan Hotel covers and padding.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH TRAPEZOID MOTIF

DECORATIvE bORDER STITCHING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER He
ad

bo
ar

ds

SuperiorLINE

TOTAL HEIGHT

95
cm approx.

THICKNESS

5
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather 
Removable with Velcro
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | JASPER and EMERALD

JASPER

With Jasper you can choose a headboard that is simple and refined, making a bed that is perfectly in harmony with 
the interior design of your Hotel. The defined lines and decorative edge stitching embellish the headboard making 
it elegant and sinuous.
   
Jasper is finished with a fixed faux leather cover or a removable one with Velcro, and is distinguished by the 
undisputed quality of its Dorelan Hotel covers and padding.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH CURvED MOTIF

DECORATIvE bORDER STITCHING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER 

SuperiorLINE

TOTAL HEIGHT

95
cm approx.

THICKNESS

5
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather 
Removable with Velcro
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DORELAN HOTEL | HEADBOARDS | JASPER and EMERALD

EMERALD

With Emerald you can choose a headboard that is simple and refined, making a bed that is perfectly in harmony with 
the interior design of your Hotel. The defined lines and decorative edge stitching embellish the headboard making 
it elegant and sinuous.

Emerald is finished with a fixed faux leather cover or a removable one with Velcro, and is distinguished by the 
undisputed quality of its Dorelan Hotel covers and padding.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

PADDED HEADbOARD wITH CURvED MOTIF

DECORATIvE bORDER STITCHING

load-bearing structure in fir wood with differentiated thicknesses

Upper layer in high-density D-Foam

FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER / REMOvAblE COvER wITH vElCRO

Protective No Dust bottom lining with velcro 

bayonet mount system for sommier or wall mount arrangement

CERTIFIED ClASS 1IM FlAME RETARDANT IF CONNECTED TO SOMMIER 

SuperiorLINE

He
ad

bo
ar

ds

TOTAL HEIGHT

95
cm approx.

THICKNESS

5
cm approx.

COVER

Faux leather 
Removable with Velcro
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DORELAN HOTEL | BED BASES

bed bases: the foundation of well-being 

To allow your Guests to take full advantage of the well-
being offered by your Dorelan Hotel Bed Systems, each 
mattress must be able to rely upon an adequate support. 
For this reason Dorelan Hotel offers a line of exceptional 
quality wood and iron bed bases, extremely durable and 
able to maintain the consistent performance of our best 
mattresses over time, extending their lifetime.
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DORELAN HOTEL | BED BASES

BED BASE COLLECTION

Be
d 

ba
se

s

For this reason Dorelan Hotel offers a line of bed bases 
in wood and iron of the highest quality, anatomic, solid 
and safe.

The use of the most sophisticated technologies and 
most refined materials gives life to a collection of evolved 
bed bases, each able to ensure excellent performance 
in terms of robustness and durability over time. 

because the excellence 

of a bed system starts with 

its bed base.
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DORELAN HOTEL | BED BASES | VIGOR and REGULAR

VIGOR

Vigor is an iron bed base that is solid, stable and extremely robust, able to guarantee a good sleep for your Guests.

The iron frame with curved pipe ensures perfect resistance to stimuli and great durability over time, while the curved 
birch plywood slats offer ideal comfort and perfect support. The design is linear and elegant, and the 50 mm feet 
ensure the structure's perfect stability.

Practical, functional and durable, Vigor is the orthopaedic base that brings out the benefits of every Dorelan Hotel 
mattress, making the sleep well-being of your Guests truly perfect.

SuperiorLINE

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

IRON bED bASE wITH wOOD SlATS

13 SlATS IN bIRCH PlywOOD 

Iron frame structure with curved 50 x 30 mm pipe

Screw-on feet H 25 with diameter of 50 mm (H 30 cm bed base top)

Painted black

SLATS

13

FRAME

50 x 30
mm

TECHNOLOGY

Bed base
with slats
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DORELAN HOTEL | BED BASES | VIGOR and REGULAR

REGULAR

Facilitate your Guests' sleep: Regular is an iron bed base that is extremely solid and functional, able to enhance the 
sleep experience night after night.

Exceptionally robust thanks to its solid thick iron frame, comfortable and anatomic thanks to the beech plywood 
slats, Regular enhances the performance of Dorelan Hotel mattresses, precisely cradling the resting body and 
providing it with perfect support.

In addition, thanks to exclusive firmness regulators with targeted  support located in the centre of the frame, Regular 
makes it possible to simply and autonomously personalise the support in the pelvis area, for perfect sleep comfort.

DeluxeLINE

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

IRON bED bASE wITH wOOD SlATS

15 CURvED SlATS IN bEECH PlywOOD 

Iron frame structure with curved 46 x 35 mm pipe

CENTRAl FIRMNESS REGUlATORS wITH TARGETED SUPPORT 

Screw-on feet H 28-33-38 with diameter of 50 mm (H 30-35-40 cm bed base top)

Painted black

Be
d 

ba
se

s

15

SLATS

46 x 35 
mm

FRAMETECHNOLOGY

Bed base
with slats
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DORELAN HOTEL | BED BASES | SOUL and NATURAL 68

SOUL

Maximum sturdiness, high durability and long lasting: these are the characteristics that make Soul a bed base that is 
practically indestructible, without sacrificing comfort and elasticity. Designed for long life, protecting night after night 
the precious qualities of Dorelan Hotel mattresses.

The thick iron frame guarantees maximum sturdiness, the vertical straps placed across the slats ensuring a high 
level of robustness and emphasising the elasticity of the entire structure. The 50 mm feet ensure the structure's 
perfect stability.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

SuiteLINE

IRON bED bASE wITH wOOD SlATS

14 CURvED SlATS IN bEECH PlywOOD 

Iron frame structure with curved 83 x 18 mm pipe

HIGHly ElASTIC vERTICAl STRAPS

Screw-on feet H 22-27-32 with diameter of 50 mm (H 30-35-40 cm bed base top)

Painted black

SLATS

14

FRAME

83 x 18
mm

TECHNOLOGY

Bed base
with slats
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DORELAN HOTEL | BED BASES | SOUL and NATURAL 68

NATURAL 68

Surprise your Guests with a wellness treatment that lasts all night, thanks to a purely excellent bed base: Natural 68 
is the bed base that transforms all comfort desires into reality.

The wood frame ensures durability, sturdiness and long life. The beech plywood slats provide perfect support for the 
resting body, and guarantee perfect ventilation and ideal support for every type of Dorelan Hotel mattress.

The firmness regulators with targeted support zones in the centre make it possible to easily and autonomously 
personalise the support, for an intense well-being that will have your Guests waking up with a smile.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS
Be

d 
ba

se
s

DeluxeLINE

bED bASE wITH wOODEN SlATS

14 CURvED SlATS IN bEECH PlywOOD 

wood frame structure 65 x 25 mm

CENTRAl FIRMNESS REGUlATORS wITH TARGETED SUPPORT

Screw-on feet H 23-28-32 with diameter of 50 mm (H 30-35-39 cm bed base top)

14

SLATS

65 x 25
mm

FRAMETECHNOLOGY

Bed base
with slats
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DORELAN HOTEL | BED BASES | NATURAL 68 E.

NATURAL 68 E. 

Make the dreams of your Guests come true: surprise them with the comfort provided by Natural 68 E., the exclusive 
bed base with electric-powered movement and remote control, for the luxury of totally personalised comfort. 

The wood frame ensures durability, sturdiness and long life. The beech plywood slats provide perfect support and 
guarantee perfect ventilation and ideal support for every type of Dorelan Hotel mattress. The firmness regulators with 
targeted support zones placed in the centre of the base make it possible to simply and autonomously personalise 
the support provided. 

Made with the most innovative Dorelan technologies, Natural 68 E. guarantees three types of movement thanks to 
two electric motors , and is equipped with a device that reduces the wattage when the base is on standby, as well 
as an emergency battery to reset the position in case of blackout.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

SuiteLINE

ElECTRIC bED bASE wITH wOODEN SlATS

14 CURvED SlATS IN bEECH PlywOOD 

wood frame structure 65 x 25 mm

CENTRAl FIRMNESS REGUlATORS wITH TARGETED SUPPORT 

TwO ElECTRIC MOTORS wITH THREE MOvEMENTS wITH STANDby POwER DEvICE < 0.5w 

Emergency battery for position reset

Screw-on feet H 23-28-32 with diameter of 50 mm (H 30-35-39 cm bed base top)

SLATS

14

FRAME

65 x 25
mm

TECHNOLOGY

Bed base
with slats
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DORELAN HOTEL | BED BASES | NATURAL 68 E.

Be
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ba
se

s
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DORELAN HOTEL | BED BASES | VERTICAL

VERTICAL

SuiteLINE

The Vertical bed makes it possible to provide an extra bed when needed: the ideal solution for those who need to 
optimise room space!

The thick iron frame guarantees maximum sturdiness, the vertical straps placed across the slats ensuring a high 
level of robustness and emphasising the elasticity of the entire structure.  
For maximum practicality, Vertical's headboard is equipped with small wheels that make it possible to shift vertically. 
When closed, Vertical rests on a wheeled base that facilitates its movement.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

vERTICAl IRON bED wITH wOOD SlATS

14 CURvED SlATS IN bEECH PlywOOD 

HIGHly ElASTIC vERTICAl STRAPS 

Iron frame structure with curved 50 x 30 mm pipe

HEADbOARD wITH FIxED FAUx lEATHER COvER (SIZE 90 x 40 CM) EQUIPPED wITH wHEElS FOR vERTICAl MOvEMENT

Folding snap feet with wheels for horizontal movement

Painted black

MATTRESS MEASURING 80/85/90 x 185/190/195 CM

Size: 82/87/92 x 200/205/210 cm

SLATS

14

FRAME

50 x 30
mm

TECHNOLOGY

Bed base
with slats
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DORELAN HOTEL | BED BASES | VERTICAL

vERTICAl COvERING

vERTICAl bAGvERTICAl COvER

Be
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se

s
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DORELAN HOTEL | BED BASES | GHOST and UP

GHOST

A cube with simple lines, measuring only 76 x 50 cm, it includes an extra fold-out bed, practical and convenient, to 
respond with impeccable style to all requests and needs of your Customers.

Easy to open, Ghost is a stable and long-lasting bed thanks to its iron structure equipped with an opening and 
closing mechanism that is both simple and durable. Comfort is guaranteed by the D-Foam mattress, 10 cm high 
and encased in a fabric cover.
When closed, Ghost is a designer pouf, a convenient and versatile furnishing, discreet and elegant thanks to a 
removable fabric cover that can be coordinated with other furniture in your Hotel.

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

POUF wITH ExTRACTAblE bED

lOAD-bEARING STRUCTURE IN IRON wITH MECHANISM 

Closed size: 75 x 65 x H 50 cm

Open size: 75 x 195 x H 37 cm

REMOvAblE FAUx lEATHER COvER / FAbRIC

INTERNAl MATTRESS SIZE: 75 x 195 x H 10 CM

SuperiorLINE

75 x 195 H. 37 cm

OPEN SIZE

Frame in
iron

STRUCTURE

75 x 65 H. 50 cm

CLOSED SIZE
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DORELAN HOTEL | BED BASES | GHOST and UP

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

FOlDING IRON COT wITH wOOD SlATS

12 CURvED bIRCH PlywOOD SlATS 

Iron frame structure with curved 25 x 14 mm pipe

Upper mattress retainer

Equipped with wheels for vertical movement

Folding snap feet for horizontal movement

Painted white

DElIGHT INTERNAl MATTRESS SIZE: 80 x 190 x H 11 CM

Respond quickly to any eventuality: Up is a folding cot that makes it possible to add an extra bed even in small 
spaces. The iron frame guarantees sturdiness and durability, the curved birch plywood slats make Up an excellent 
bed base, elastic and breathable. Up is supplied with a comfortable D-Foam mattress.

Equipped with wheels for vertical movement when it is closed, and folding snap feet for horizontal movement, Up is 
an excellent solution when an extra bed is needed, practical and easy to use.

SuperiorLINE

UP

12

SLATS

25 x 14
mm

FRAME PROFILE:TECHNOLOGY

Frame in
iron
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STAY

SuiteLINEDORELAN HOTEL | BED BASES | STAY and COUPLING SYSTEMS

The bed base cover is fundamental for extending the quality of your Dorelan Hotel mattresses over time, because 
it prevents the mattress cover from damage due to contact with the supporting surface of the bed base caused by 
the weight, movement and temperature. It also helps to maintain the hygiene of the whole bed system.

Stay is the bed base cover made by Dorelan Hotel using a special anti-dust fabric equipped with anti-slip inserts that 
guarantee traction with the mattress, which therefore remains perfectly stable and protected.

DETAIl OF ANTI-SlIP RUbbER TIPS 
for increased mattress stability

DETAIl OF THE SURFACE 
for increased mattress traction

tecHnIcal SpecIfIcatIonS

bED bASE COvER IN ANTI-DUST ClOTH

Quilted anti-slip inserts on one side 

Machine washable at 60°



COUPLING SYSTEMS
Dorelan Hotel offers three coupling systems to provide flexibility and efficiency for any need of your 
Hotel!

DORELAN HOTEL | BED BASES | STAY and COUPLING SYSTEMS

Coupling hooks make it possible to create a double sommier 
by combining two singles with maximum safety and practicality, 
simply by firmly hooking together the coupling straps available 
on the Dorelan Hotel single sommier. 

To create a unique bed, coordinated and solid, upon request 
Dorelan Hotel provides Customers with hook and bayonet wall 
mounts, simple, discreet and efficient coupling systems that 
make it possible to solidly connect headboards and sommier.

Thanks to the coupling zips available on request, making a 
double mattress using single mattresses has never been so 
easy. 
To guarantee better anchoring, the zip is sewn into the edge of 
the mattress, thus becoming imperceptible during sleep. 

COUPLING HOOKS

COUPLING ZIPS
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BAYONET 
AND  HOOK WALL MOUNTS




